Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11005
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by ALLY & SID LIMITED
for an On-Licence Renewal pursuant to
section 127 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 4 Walker Street,
Christchurch, known as ‘Ally & Sid’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone JP

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by ALLY & SID LIMITED (‘the applicant’) for a renewal of an On-

Licence pursuant to section 127 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in
respect of premises situated at 4 Walker Street, Christchurch, known as ‘Ally & Sid’. The
premises operate under an existing licence, which expires on 30 November 20211
[2]

The general nature of the premises is that of a Café.

[3]

The application was received by Christchurch District Licensing on 16 November 2021.

The District Licensing Committee granted a section 208 waiver in relating to accepting this
application on 16 November 2021. The application was publicly notified on XX and remained
on the website for a minimum of 15 working days. No objections were received.
[4]

1

There is no objection from the NZ Police and from the Medical Officer of Health.

60/ON/282/2020

[5]

The Inspectors Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 105, 106 and 131 of the Act.2 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the renewal for an on licence for 3 years subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) and
section 131 of the Act that the granting the application subject to conditions achieves the dual
objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 130(1) of the Act I grant the application for a renewal

of the On-licence for a period of 3 years subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence.

Discretionary conditions – section 110 (1)
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises concerned are observed:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

2
3

Inspector’s Report, 01/04/2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

2

Compulsory conditions – section 110 (2)
(d)

No alcohol is to be sold on the premises on Good Friday, Easter Sunday,
Christmas Day, or before 1pm on Anzac Day to any person who is not present on
the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold or supplied on the following days and during the following
hours when the premises are being operated as a Café:
(i)

(f)

Monday to Sunday, between the hours of 08:00am and 11:00pm.

Water will be freely available to customers on the premises while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 – Other Discretionary conditions

(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the responsible consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in Ally & Sid
Host Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption
of alcohol.

Other restrictions and requirements

4

(h)

Section 51 – Non-alcoholic drinks to be available

(i)

Section 52 – Low alcoholic drinks to be available

(j)

Section 53 – Food to be available

(k)

Section 54 – Help with information about transport to be available

(l)

Section 56 – Display of signs

As attached to the application.

3

[9]

(m)

Section 57 – Display of licences

(n)

Section 214 – Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance

The licence shall be renewed for 3 years.

[10] The applicant’s attention is drawn to s.259 of the Act which makes it an offence not to
comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act. Specifically,
s.46 to 63 and 231 (1). The applicant must comply with all conditions specified on a licence.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 1st day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11006
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Asian Garden
Hospitality Limited for an On-Licence
pursuant to section 99 of the Act in
respect of premises situated at 5a
Normans Road, Christchurch, known
as Mama San

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR NEW ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Asian Garden Hospitality Limited (‘the applicant”) for a new

On-Licence pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”) for
premises known as Mama San situated at 5a Normans Road, Christchurch.
[2]

The premises are in the nature of a Restaurant.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in sections 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for twelve months subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence for a period of twelve months subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Nikki Anderson, 1 April 2022
ss 191(2) and 202
3
As attached to the application.
1
2

2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions
(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Restaurant:
Monday to Sunday 11.00 am to 11.00 pm.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence

4

(h)

Section 51 Non alcoholic drinks to be available.

(i)

Section 52 Low alcohol drinks to be available.

(j)

Section 53 Food to be available.

(k)

Section 54 Help with information about transport to be available.

(l)

Section 56 Display of signs.

(m)

Section 57 Display of licences.

As attached to the application.

3

(n)
[9]

Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

The premises are undesignated.

[10] The licence shall be issued for twelve months.
Subject to the licence not being issued before:
 Confirmation that Code Compliance Certificate, or Certificate of Public Use, has been issued.
 Appointment of duty managers
 Inspection by the Licensing Inspector for confirmation of final fit out
[11] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 2nd day of April 2022

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11007
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by AT & JJ Limited for an
On-Licence pursuant to section 99 of the
Act in respect of premises situated at
1/84 Hayton Road, Christchurch,
known as Three Elements Chinese
Restaurant

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR NEW ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by AT & JJ Limited (‘the applicant”) for a new On-Licence

pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”) for premises
known as Three Elements Chinese Restaurant situated at 1/84 Hayton Road,
Christchurch.
[2]

The premises are in the nature of a Restaurant.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in sections 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for twelve months subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence for a period of twelve months subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Nikki Anderson, 1 April 2022
ss 191(2) and 202
3
As attached to the application.
1
2

2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions
(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Restaurant:
Sunday to Thursday 11.00 am to 1.00 am the following day.
Friday and Saturday 11.00 am to 3.00 am the following day.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

Section 119 – Restricted or supervised areas.
(h)

The whole of the premises is designated as a supervised area after 12.00
midnight.

Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence

4

(i)

Section 51 Non alcoholic drinks to be available.

(j)

Section 52 Low alcohol drinks to be available.

(k)

Section 53 Food to be available.

(l)

Section 54 Help with information about transport to be available.

As attached to the application.

3

[9]

(m)

Section 56 Display of signs.

(n)

Section 57 Display of licences.

(o)

Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

The licence shall be issued for twelve months.

[10] The licence shall not be issued before:
1. Confirmation that Code of Compliance Certificate or Certificate of Public use has been
issued.
2. Inspection by Licensing Inspector for confirmation of final fit-out and layout is as per
the plans supplied.
[11] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 2nd day of April 2022.

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11011
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Vieceli Hospitality
BPC CHCH Limited for an On-Licence
Renewal pursuant to section 99 of the
Act in respect of premises situated at 126
Oxford Terrace, Christchurch, known
as Amazonita & The Bangalore Polo
Club

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Vieceli Hospitality BPC CHCH Limited (‘the applicant”) for

renewal of an On-Licence pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(“the Act”) for premises known as Amazonita & The Bangalore Polo Club situated at 126
Oxford Terrace, Christchurch.
[2]

The premises are in the nature of a Restaurant.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in section 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for three years subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2

[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence renewal for a period of three years subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Hamish Little, 2 April 2022.
ss 191(2) and 202.
3
As attached to the application.
1
2

2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions

(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Tavern:
Monday to Sunday 8.00 am to 3.00 am the following day

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

Section 119 – Restricted or supervised areas (hotel or tavern)
(h)
[9]

The whole of the premises is designated as a supervised area.

A copy of the licence setting out the conditions to which it is subject is attached to this

decision. The licence shall be issued for three years.
[10] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.
Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence

4

As attached to the application.

3

s51 Non alcoholic drinks to be available
s52 Low alcohol drinks to be available
s53 Food to be available
s54 Help with information about transport to be available
s56 Display of signs
s57 Display of licences.
[11] Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 2nd day of April 2022.

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11008
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Christchurch Liquor
Traders Limited for a Temporary
Authority pursuant to section 136 of the
Act in respect of premises situated at 33
Lincoln Road, Christchurch, known as
The Liquor Store Lincoln Road

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY AUTHORITY
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Christchurch Liquor Traders Limited for a Temporary

Authority for premises known as The Liquor Store Lincoln Road situated at 33 Lincoln Road,
Christchurch. The application comes about because of a change of ownership.
[2]

An application for a substantive licence was lodged on August 27 2020.The Committee

understands the hearing of the substantive licence has been delayed due to reporting delays
related to Covid.
[3]

The New Zealand Police do not oppose the application. The Inspector recommends the

granting of a Temporary Authority.1 Accordingly I deal with the matter on the papers.
[4]

The granting of a Temporary Authority is governed by section 136 of the Act which

outlines the criteria for the making of an order authorising the applicant to carry on the sale
and supply of alcohol for a period not exceeding three months. I am satisfied that the applicant
1

Inspector’s report, Hamish Little, 4 April 2022.

fulfils the criteria for the granting of a Temporary Authority and this is granted for a period of
three months or earlier if the substantive application is determined.
[5]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 136(5) of the Act where it states that they

carry “the same duties, obligations and liabilities as the holder of the On-Licence.”

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 4th day of April 2022

David L. Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

2

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11009
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by J & B Liquor Limited
for a Temporary Authority pursuant to
section 136 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 43 Riccarton Road,
Christchurch, known as Liquorland
Riccarton

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY AUTHORITY
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by J & B Liquor Limited for a Temporary Authority for premises

known as Liquorland Riccarton situated at 43 Riccarton Road, Christchurch. The application
comes about because of a change of ownership. An application for a substantive licence has
yet to be received.
[2]

The New Zealand Police do not oppose the application. The Inspector recommends the

granting of a Temporary Authority.1 Accordingly I deal with the matter on the papers.
[3]

The granting of a Temporary Authority is governed by section 136 of the Act which

outlines the criteria for the making of an order authorising the applicant to carry on the sale
and supply of alcohol for a period not exceeding three months. I am satisfied that the applicant
fulfils the criteria for the granting of a Temporary Authority and this is granted for a period of
three months or earlier if the substantive application is determined.

1

Inspector’s report, Hamish Little, 2 April 2022.

[4]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 136(5) of the Act where it states that they

carry “the same duties, obligations and liabilities as the holder of the On-Licence.”
[5]

The applicant is also advised that it is the expectation of the Committee that an

application for a substantive licence will be lodged within six weeks of the date of this
Temporary Authority. The Committee can give no assurance that a second Temporary
Authority will be granted should there be undue delay.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 4th day of April 2022

David L. Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

2

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11010
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Restaurant Sky
Durham Limited for an On-Licence
Renewal pursuant to section 99 of the
Act in respect of premises situated at 293
Durham Street, Christchurch, known
as Hikari Sushi & Japanese Cuisine

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Restaurant Sky Durham Limited (‘the applicant”) for renewal

of an On-Licence pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”)
for premises known as Hikari Sushi & Japanese Cuisine situated at 293 Durham Street
Street, Christchurch.
[2]

The premises are in the nature of a Restaurant.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in section 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for three years subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2

[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence renewal for a period of three years subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Hamish Little, April 2 2022.
ss 191(2) and 202.
3
As attached to the application.
1
2

2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions

(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Restaurant:
Monday to Sunday 11.00 am to 12.00 midnight.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

[9]

The premises are undesignated.

[10] A copy of the licence setting out the conditions to which it is subject is attached to this
decision. The licence shall be issued for three years.
[11] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.
Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence
s51 Non alcoholic drinks to be available
s52 Low alcohol drinks to be available
s53 Food to be available
4

As attached to the application.

3

s54 Help with information about transport to be available
s56 Display of signs
s57 Display of licences.
[12] Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 4th day of April 2022.

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
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Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11013
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by TWO EDITH’S
LIMITED for an On-Licence Renewal
pursuant to section 127 of the Act in
respect of premises situated at 41F
Raranga Street, Marshlands,
Christchurch, known as ‘Flax Bar &
Eatery’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone JP

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by TWO EDITH’S LIMITED (‘the applicant’) for a renewal of an

On-Licence pursuant to section 127 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in
respect of premises situated at 41F Raranga Street, Marshlands, Christchurch, known as
‘Flax Bar & Eatery’. The premises operate under an existing licence, which expires on 16
March 2022.
[2]

The general nature of the premises is that of a Restaurant.

[3]

The application was received by Christchurch District Licensing on 24 February 2022.

The District Licensing Committee granted a section 208 waiver in relating to accepting this
application on 24 March 2022. The application was publicly notified on 24 February 2022 and
remained on the website for a minimum of 15 working days. No objections were received.
[4]

There is no objection from the NZ Police and from the Medical Officer of Health.

[5]

The Inspectors Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 105, 106 and 131 of the Act.1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the renewal for an on licence for 3 years subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) and
section 131 of the Act that the granting the application subject to conditions achieves the dual
objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 130(1) of the Act I grant the application for a renewal

of the On-licence for a period of 3 years subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence.

Discretionary conditions – section 110 (1)
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises concerned are observed:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

1
2

Inspector’s Report, 04/04/2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

2

Compulsory conditions – section 110 (2)
(d)

No alcohol is to be sold on the premises on Good Friday, Easter Sunday,
Christmas Day, or before 1pm on Anzac Day to any person who is not present on
the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold or supplied on the following days and during the following
hours when the premises are being operated as a Restaurant:
(i)

(f)

Monday to Sunday, between the hours of 08:00am and 11:00pm

Water will be freely available to customers on the premises while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 – Other Discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the responsible consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in Flax Bar
& Eatery Host Responsibility Policy3 aimed at promoting the reasonable
consumption of alcohol.

Other restrictions and requirements

3

(h)

Section 51 – Non-alcoholic drinks to be available

(i)

Section 52 – Low alcoholic drinks to be available

(j)

Section 53 – Food to be available

(k)

Section 54 – Help with information about transport to be available

(l)

Section 56 – Display of signs

(m)

Section 57 – Display of licences

As attached to the application.

3

(n)
[9]

Section 214 – Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance

The licence shall be renewed for 3 years.

[10] The applicant’s attention is drawn to s.259 of the Act which makes it an offence not to
comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act. Specifically,
s.46 to 63 and 231 (1). The applicant must comply with all conditions specified on a licence.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 4th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11016
IN THE MATTER

of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol
Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER

of an application by Tasman
Tourism New Zealand Limited for a
new Off- Licence pursuant to s99 of
the Act for premises known as
Tasman Holiday Parks Christchurch situated at 39
Meadow Street, Christchurch.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson Mr D.L.Blackwell

Decision on application for a new Off-Licence.

[1]

This is an application by Tasman Tourism New Zealand Limited (‘the applicant’) for a new
Off-Licence pursuant of s99 of the Sale of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in respect of
premises known as Tasman Holday Park - Christchurch situated at 39 Meadow Street,
Christchurch.

[2]

The general nature of the premises is that of Tasman Holiday Park Camping Ground. The
application comes about due to a change of ownership.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be
heard have been received.

[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the
application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses matters
to which regard is to be had in sections 105 and 106 of the Act.1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for one year subject to conditions.

1

Inspector’s Report, Martin Ferguson, 4 April 2022

[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as
required under s. 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2

[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and
having had regard to the criteria as set out in s.105 (and informed by s.106) of the Act and
that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of
the Act.

[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to s.130(1) of the Act I grant the application for an Off-licence for a
period of one year subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a) The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 116(1) Discretionary Conditions
(a) The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating to the
sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
 Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the statutory
restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete prohibition on
sales to intoxicated persons.
(b) The following steps must be taken to ensure the provisions of the Act relating to the
management of the premises concerned are observed:
 Alcohol must only be sold and supplied on the premises within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.
 Conditions prescribing the people or kinds of person to whom alcohol may be sold
or supplied.
 Alcohol may only be sold to persons who are currently staying at the holiday park.
Section 116(2) Compulsory Conditions
(a) No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter Sunday,
Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day.
(b) Alcohol may only be sold or delivered on the following days and during the following
hours:
Monday to Sunday 8.00 am to 10.00 pm.

2
3

ss 191(2) and 202
As attached to the application.

(c) Water must be freely available to customers on the premises while alcohol is being
supplied free as a sample.
Section 117 – Other discretionary conditions
(a) The following steps must be taken to promote the responsible consumption of alcohol:


The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in their host
responsibility policy aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of alcohol.

Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence
s56 Display of signs.
s57 Display of licence
s214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

[9]

A copy of the licence setting out the conditions to which it is subject is attached to this
decision. The licence shall be issued for one year.

[10]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to s.259 of the Act which makes it an offence not to
comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically s.46 to s.63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.

DATED at Christchurch this 4th day of April 2022.

D.L.Blackwell, QSM.
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11017
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Hornby Working
Men’s Club & MSA Incorporated for a
Special Licence pursuant to section 22
of the Act in respect of premises situated
at 17 Carmen Road, Christchurch,
known as Hornby Working Men’s Club
& MSA – Function Room

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by the Hornby Working Men’s Club & MSA Incorporated (“the

applicant”) for an On-Site Special Licence pursuant to section 22 of the Sale and Supply of
Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”) for premises known as the Hornby Working Men’s Club & MSA
– Function Room situated at 17 Carmen Road, Christchurch.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of Riverside Boxing Company Function. The

number of people attending is said to be approximately 100.
[3]

This is a Late Notice Special Licence Application and a waiver was granted on 22 March

2022.
[4]

The applicant has nominated Dixon Chapman, a qualified manager, to manage the sale

and supply of alcohol on this occasion.

[5]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.
[6]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard has to be had in section 142 of the Act. 1 The Inspector recommends
the grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[7]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers. 2

[8]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that granting the application
subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[9]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol within
the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and attached to
and forming part of the licence.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence on the following days and during the
following hours:
Saturday April 9th 2022, 2.00 pm to 12.00 midnight.

(c)

Drinking water must be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

1
2

Inspector’s report, Nikki Anderson, 01 April 2022..
Sections 191(2) and 202.

2

Discretionary Conditions – section 147(1) and (2)
(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale
detailing the statutory requirements on the supply of alcohol to minors and the
complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the premises as
specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcoholic beverages must be available for sale and supply on the premises
as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative forms
of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of this licence together with signs showing the age restriction must be
clearly displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to ticket holders only.

(k)

The premises are undesignated.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions which in the Committee’s
opinion are not inconsistent with the Act
(l)

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

(m)

A boxing permit must be obtained from the New Zealand Police and be displayed
at the venue along with a copy of the licence.

3

[10] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 258 of the Act which makes it an offence to
not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 4th day of April 2022

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11018
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by CANTERBURY CAR
CLUB INCORPORATED for a Special
Licence pursuant to section 138 of the
Act in respect of premises situated at 107
Hasketts Road, Christchurch and
known as “Ruapuna Raceway - Casino
Lounge”.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone JP

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by CANTERBURY CAR CLUB INCORPORATED (‘the applicant’)

for a Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’)
in respect of premises situated at 107 Hasketts Road, Christchurch and known as
“Ruapuna Raceway - Casino Lounge”.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of Canterbury Car Club – Scope Classic. The

number of people attending is said to be approximately 50.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events. The applicant has nominated

Vanessa McGrath, a Licensed Duty Manager1 to manage the sale and supply of alcohol.
[4]

1

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not reporting on the application.

60/CERT/102/2017

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.2 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Saturday 10 April and Sunday 11 April 2022 between the hours
of 10:00am and 4:00pm

(c)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

2
3

Inspector’s Report, 01/04/2022
ss 191(2) and 202.

2

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to ticket holders and invited guests only.

(k)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(l)

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

3

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 4th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11019
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by CASHMERE CLUB
INCORPORATED for a Special Licence
pursuant to section 138 of the Act in
respect of premises situated at 88
Hunter Terrace, Christchurch, known
as ‘The Cashmere Club’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by CASHMERE CLUB INCORPORATED (‘the applicant’) for a

Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in
respect of premises situated at 88 Hunter Terrace, Christchurch, known as ‘The Cashmere
Club’.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of the Gordon Elcock 90th Birthday. The number

of people attending is said to be approximately 100.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events. The applicant will nominate a Duty

Manager as per their normal working roster to manage the sale and supply of alcohol.
[4]

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.1 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence, being the Sydenham Lounge.

(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Saturday 16 April 2022 from 6:00pm to 11:00pm.

(c)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

1
2

Inspector’s Report, 01/04/2022
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2

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to invited guests only.

(k)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(l)
[9]

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 4th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

3

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11020
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by BURNSIDE RUGBY
FOOTBALL CLUB INCORPORATED for
a Special Licence pursuant to section
138 of the Act in respect of premises
situated at 345 Memorial Avenue,
Christchurch.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by BURNSIDE RUGBY FOOTBALL CLUB INCORPORATED

(‘the applicant’) for a Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act
2012 (‘the Act’) in respect of premises situated at 345 Memorial Avenue, Christchurch..
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of a 21st Birthday Party for Todor Cvetanov. The

number of people attending is said to be approximately 95.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events. The applicant has nominated

Tania Townsend, a Licensed Duty Manager1 to manage the sale and supply of alcohol.
[4]

1

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the application.

60/CERT/540/2016

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.2 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol within
the Miller Lounge of the premises identified on the plan provided with the
application and attached to and forming part of this licence.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and during
the following hours:
Friday 22 April 2022 from 7:00pm to 11:00pm

(c)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale
detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the
complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

2
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2

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the premises as
specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the premises as
specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative forms
of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to invited guests only.

(k)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked on the
plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the committee's
opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(l)
[9]

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence to

not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 4th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

3

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11021
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Bar 88 Limited for an
On-Licence pursuant to section 99 of the
Act in respect of premises situated at 88
Harris Crescent, Christchurch, known
as Bar 88

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR NEW ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Bar 88 Limited (‘the applicant”) for a new On-Licence pursuant

to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”) for premises known as
Bar 88 situated at 88 Harris Crescent, Christchurch.
[2]

The premises have been operating on a Temporary Authority issued on January 10 th,

2022 due to a change of ownership. The premises are in the nature of a Restaurant and Bar.
[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in sections 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for twelve months subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence for a period of twelve months subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Martin Ferguson, 4 April 2022.
ss 191(2) and 202
3
As attached to the application.
1
2

2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions
(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Restaurant and Bar:
Monday to Sunday 8.00 am to 11.00 pm.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence

4

(h)

Section 51 Non alcoholic drinks to be available.

(i)

Section 52 Low alcohol drinks to be available.

(j)

Section 53 Food to be available.

(k)

Section 54 Help with information about transport to be available.

(l)

Section 56 Display of signs.

(m)

Section 57 Display of licences.

As attached to the application.

3

(n)
[9]

Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

The premises are undesignated.

[10] The licence shall be issued for twelve months.
[11] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 4th day of April 2022.

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11023
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by EASTERN
COMMUNITY SPORT & RECREATION
INC for a Special Licence pursuant to
section 138 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 9 Rawhiti Avenue,
Christchurch and known as “Eastern
Community Sports & Recreation”.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone JP

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by EASTERN COMMUNITY SPORT & RECREATION INC (‘the

applicant’) for a Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(‘the Act’) in respect of premises situated at 9 Rawhiti Avenue, Christchurch and known as
“Eastern Community Sports & Recreation”.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of the Canterbury Korfball AGM. The number of

people attending is said to be approximately 100.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events. The applicant has nominated Tami

Pearce, a Licensed Duty Manager1 to manage the sale and supply of alcohol.
[4]

1

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not reporting on the application.

60/CERT/536/2016

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.2 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Wednesday 20 April 2022 between the hours of 6:00pm and
9:00pm

(c)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

2
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2

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to invited members only.

(k)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(l)

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

3

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 4th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
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Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11025
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by RICCARTON
PLAYERS INCORPORATED for a
Special Licence pursuant to section 138
of the Act in respect of premises situated
at Rangi Ruru Drama Theatre situated
at 59 Hewitts Road, Christchurch

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by RICCARTON PLAYERS INCORPORATED (‘the applicant’) for

a Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in
respect of premises situated at Rangi Ruru Drama Theatre situated at 59 Hewitts Road,
Christchurch.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of Becky Shaw Stage Play. The number of people

attending is said to be approximately 50-80.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events and has requested an exemption

from the requirement to provide a qualified duty manager for the event pursuant to section
213(1) of the Act. The applicant has nominated Stephen Millar to manage the sale and supply
of alcohol. Stephen Millar has previous experience working on licensed premises and has
managed similar licensed events in the past.
[4]

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.1 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the seating area and foyer of the premises as identified on the plan
provided with the application and attached to and forming part of this
licence.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
20, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 April 2022 from 6:30pm
to 11:00pm; and
24 April 2022 from 3:00pm to 6:00pm

(c)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

1
2

Inspector’s Report, 04/04/2022
ss 191(2) and 202.

2

(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to ticket holders only.

(k)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(l)
[9]

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 4th day of April 2022

3

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
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Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11026
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by WOOLSTON CLUB
INCORPORATED for a Special Licence
pursuant to section 138 of the Act in
respect of premises situated at 43
Hargood Street, Christchurch, known
as ‘Woolston Club’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by WOOLSTON CLUB INCORPORATED (‘the applicant’) for a

Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in
respect of premises situated at 43 Hargood Street, Christchurch, known as Woolston Club.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of the Totally 80s Show. The number of people

attending is said to be approximately 250-300.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events.

[4]

The applicant will appoint a certificated manager in accordance with the daily roster to

manage the sale and supply of alcohol.
[5]

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the application.

[6]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.1 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[7]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[8]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[9]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence being the Sports Bar & Whitfords
Restaurant and Bar.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Saturday 23 April 2022 between the hours of 5:30pm and 12
midnight

(c)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

1
2

Inspector’s Report, 04/04/2022
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Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to ticket holders only.

(k)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the areas marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(l)

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

3

[10] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an
offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 4th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
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Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11012
IN THE MATTER

of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol
Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER

of an application by Eruption
Brewing Limited for the renewal of
an Off- Licence pursuant to s99 of
the Act for premises known as
Eruption Brewing situated at 26
London Street, Lyttelton.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson Mr D.L.Blackwell

Decision on application for renewal of Off-Licence.

[1]

This is an application by Eruption Brewing Limited (‘the applicant’) for the renewal of an
Off-Licence pursuant of s129 of the Sale of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in respect of
premises known as Brew Academy situated at 26 London Street, Lyttelton.

[2]

The general nature of the premises is that of a Brewery. The premises also hold a current
On-licence.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be
heard have been received.

[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the
application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses matters
to which regard is to be had in sections 105,106 and s131 of the Act.1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for three years subject to conditions.

[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as
required under s. 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers. 2

1
2

Inspector’s Report, Hamish Little, 3 April 2022
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[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and
having had regard to the criteria as set out in s.105 (and informed by s.106) and s131 of
the Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and
objects of the Act.

[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to s.130(1) of the Act I grant the application for an Off-licence
renewal for a period of three years subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a) The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 116(1) Discretionary Conditions
(a) The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating to the
sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
 Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the statutory
restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete prohibition on
sales to intoxicated persons.
(b) The following steps must be taken to ensure the provisions of the Act relating to the
management of the premises concerned are observed:
 Alcohol must only be sold and supplied on the premises within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.
Section 116(2) Compulsory Conditions
(a) No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter Sunday,
Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day.
(b) Alcohol may only be sold or delivered on the following days and during the following
hours:
Monday to Sunday 9.00 am to 11.00 pm.
(c) Water must be freely available to customers on the premises while alcohol is being
supplied free as a sample.
Section 117 – Other discretionary conditions
(a) The following steps must be taken to promote the responsible consumption of alcohol:
3

As attached to the application.



The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in their host
responsibility policy aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of alcohol.

Section 119 – Restricted or supervised areas (other)
(a) The whole of the premises is designated as a supervised area.
Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence
s56 Display of signs.
s57 Display of licence
s214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

[10]

A copy of the licence setting out the conditions to which it is subject is attached to this
decision. The licence shall be issued for three years.

[11]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to s.259 of the Act which makes it an offence not to
comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically s.46 to s.63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.

DATED at Christchurch this 5th day of April, 2022.

D.L.Blackwell, QSM.
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11014
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Topkapi Turkish
Kebab House (2007) Limited for an OnLicence Renewal pursuant to section 99
of the Act in respect of premises situated
at 64 Manchester Street, Christchurch,
known as Chic Restaurant and Bar.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Topkapi Turkish Kebab House (2007) Limited (‘the

applicant”) for renewal of an On-Licence pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of
Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”) for premises known as Chic Restaurant and Bar situated at 64
Manchester Street, Christchurch.
[2]

The premises are in the nature of a Restaurant and Bar.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and one public objection or notice of desire to be

heard was received. This objection was later withdrawn following meetings with the applicant.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in section 105 and 106 of the Act.1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for three years subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2

[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence renewal for a period of three years subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Martin Ferguson, 4 April 2022.
ss 191(2) and 202.
3
As attached to the application.
1
2

2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions

(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Restaurant and Bar:
Monday to Sunday 11.00 am to 3.00 am the following day

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

Section 119 – Restricted or supervised areas (other)
(h)

The first floor area is designated as supervised from 11.00 am to 3.00 am the
following day.

(i)

The ground floor is designated as supervised from 10.00 pm to 3.00 am the
following day.

[9]

A copy of the licence setting out the conditions to which it is subject is attached to this

decision. The licence shall be issued for three years.
[10] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.

4

As attached to the application.

3

Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.
Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence
s50 One-way door restrictions in local alcohol policies to be complied with.
s51 Non alcoholic drinks to be available
s52 Low alcohol drinks to be available
s53 Food to be available
s54 Help with information about transport to be available
s56 Display of signs
s57 Display of licences.
[11] Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 5th day of April 2022.

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
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Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11015
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Jasmine Mali Limited
for an On-Licence Renewal pursuant to
section 99 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 501 Wairakei Road,
Christchurch, known as Mali Jasmine
Thai.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Jasmine Mali Limited (‘the applicant”) for renewal of an On-

Licence pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”) for
premises known as Mali Jasmine Thai situated at 501 Wairakei Road, Christchurch.
[2]

The premises are in the nature of a Restaurant.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in section 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for three years subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2

[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence renewal for a period of three years subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Martin Ferguson, 5 April 2022.
ss 191(2) and 202.
3
As attached to the application.
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2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions

(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Restaurant:
Monday to Sunday 11.00 am to 11.00 pm.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

[9]

The premises are undesignated.

[10] A copy of the licence setting out the conditions to which it is subject is attached to this
decision. The licence shall be issued for three years.
[11] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.
Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence
s50 One-way door restrictions in local alcohol policies to be complied with.
4

As attached to the application.

3

s51 Non alcoholic drinks to be available
s52 Low alcohol drinks to be available
s53 Food to be available
s54 Help with information about transport to be available
s56 Display of signs
s57 Display of licences.
[12] Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 5th day of April 2022

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
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Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11022
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Distinction
Christchurch Limited for an OnLicence Renewal pursuant to section 99
of the Act in respect of premises situated
at 14 Cathedral Square, Christchurch,
known as Distinction Christchurch.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Distinction Christchurch Limited (‘the applicant”) for renewal

of an On-Licence pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”)
for premises known as Distinction Christchurch situated at 14 Cathedral Square,
Christchurch.
[2]

The premises are in the nature of a Hotel.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in section 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for three years subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2

[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence renewal for a period of three years subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence.3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Martin Ferguson, 04 April 2022..
ss 191(2) and 202.
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Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions

(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Hotel:
To any person present
Monday to Sunday 8.00 am to 3.00 am the following day
To any person currently living on the premises
Monday to Sunday 8.00 am to 4.00 am the following day
From any mini bar
At any time on any day.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

Section 119 – Restricted or supervised areas (hotel or tavern)
(h)
[9]

Every bar on the ground floor is designated as a supervised area.

A copy of the licence setting out the conditions to which it is subject is attached to this

decision. The licence shall be issued for three years.

4

As attached to the application.

3

[10] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.
Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence
s50 One-way door restrictions in local alcohol policies to be complied with.
s51 Non alcoholic drinks to be available
s52 Low alcohol drinks to be available
s53 Food to be available
s54 Help with information about transport to be available
s56 Display of signs
s57 Display of licences.
[11] Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 5th day of April 2022.

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
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Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11024
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Freemans Restaurant
Limited for an On-Licence Renewal
pursuant to section 99 of the Act in
respect of premises situated at 76
Malcolm Avenue, Christchurch, known
as The Birdwood

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Freemans Restaurant Limited (‘the applicant”) for renewal of

an On-Licence pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”)
for premises known as The Birdwood situated at 76 Malcolm Avenue, Christchurch.
[2]

The premises are in the nature of a Restaurant.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in section 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for three years subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2

[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence renewal for a period of three years subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Martin Ferguson, 8 March 2022.
ss 191(2) and 202.
3
As attached to the application.
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Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions

(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Restaurant:
Monday to Sunday 8.00 am to 10.00 pm.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

[9]

The premises are undesignated.

[10] A copy of the licence setting out the conditions to which it is subject is attached to this
decision. The licence shall be issued for three years.
[11] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.
Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence
s51 Non alcoholic drinks to be available
s52 Low alcohol drinks to be available
s53 Food to be available
4

As attached to the application.

3

s54 Help with information about transport to be available
s56 Display of signs
s57 Display of licences.
[12] Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 5th day of April 2022.

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11027
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by PAPARUA
TEMPLETON RSA INCORPORATED
for a Special Licence pursuant to
section 138 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 38 Kirk Road,
Templeton, Christchurch, known as
‘PAPARUA TEMPLETON RSA’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by PAPARUA TEMPLETON RSA INCORPORATED (‘the

applicant’) for a Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(‘the Act’) in respect of premises situated at 38 Kirk Road, Templeton, Christchurch,
Christchurch, known as ‘PAPARUA TEMPLETON RSA’.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of ANZAC Day. The number of people attending

is said to be approximately 99.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events. The applicant has appointed

Brendan Muir a Licensed Duty Manager1, as the Duty Manager to manage the sale and supply
of alcohol.
[4]

1

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the application.

60/CERT/607/2020

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.2 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
25 April 2022 between the hours of 12:00pm and 9:00pm

(c)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

2
3

Inspector’s Report, 04/04/2022
ss 191(2) and 202.

2

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to members and invited guests only.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(k)

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

3

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 5th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11028
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by PAPANUI CLUB
INCORPORATED for a Special Licence
pursuant to section 138 of the Act in
respect of premises situated at 310
Sawyers Arms Road, Christchurch
and known as “The Papanui Club”.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone JP

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by PAPANUI CLUB INCORPORATED (‘the applicant’) for a

Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in
respect of premises situated at 310 Sawyers Arms Road, Christchurch and known as “The
Papanui Club”.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of Canterbury Mustang Owners Club AGM &

Dinner. The number of people attending is said to be approximately 90.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events. The applicant has nominated

Jennifer Margaret Bishop, a Licensed Duty Manager1 to manage the sale and supply of
alcohol.
[4]

1

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not reporting on the application.

60/CERT/624/2016

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.2 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence being the Papanui Bowls
Pavilion and Nor-West Buffet Papanui Club.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Saturday 28 May 2022 between the hours of 4:00pm and 10:00pm

(c)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

2
3

Inspector’s Report, 01/04/2022
ss 191(2) and 202.

2

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to members only.

(k)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(l)

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

3

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 5th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11029
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by PAPARUA
TEMPLETON RSA INCORPORATED
for a Special Licence pursuant to
section 138 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 38 Kirk Road,
Templeton, Christchurch, known as
‘PAPARUA TEMPLETON RSA’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by PAPARUA TEMPLETON RSA INCORPORATED (‘the

applicant’) for a Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(‘the Act’) in respect of premises situated at 38 Kirk Road, Templeton, Christchurch,
Christchurch, known as ‘PAPARUA TEMPLETON RSA’.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of a 90th Birthday Celebration. The number of

people attending is said to be approximately 90
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events. The applicant has appointed

Brendan Muir a Licensed Duty Manager1, as the Duty Manager to manage the sale and supply
of alcohol.
[4]

1

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the application.

60/CERT/607/2020

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.2 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Saturday 23 April 2022 between the hours of 4:00pm and
11:00pm

(c)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

2
3

Inspector’s Report, 04/04/2022
ss 191(2) and 202.

2

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to members, invited guests only.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(k)

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

3

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 5th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11030
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by CANTERBURY RAMS
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP for a Special
Licence pursuant to section 138 of the
Act in respect of premises situated at
Cowles Stadium, 220 Pages Road,
Christchurch.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by CANTERBURY RAMS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP (‘the

applicant’) for a Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(‘the Act’) in respect of premises situated at Cowles Stadium, 220 Pages Road,
Christchurch.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of a 2022 Canterbury Rams vs Nuggets

Basketball Game. The number of people attending is said to be approximately 1250.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events and has requested an exemption

from the requirement to provide a qualified duty manager for the event pursuant to section
213(1) of the Act. The applicant has nominated Caleb Harrison to manage the sale and supply
of alcohol.
[4]

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.1 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:

Saturday 30 April 2022 from 3.00pm to 10:00pm.
(c)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

1
2

Inspector’s Report, 04/04/2022
ss 191(2) and 202.

2

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to ticket holders only.

(k)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(l)
[9]

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.
3

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 5th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11031
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Brookside Trading
Company Limited for an On-Licence
Renewal pursuant to section 99 of the
Act in respect of premises situated at 335
Halswell Road, Christchurch, known as
The Old Vicarage Café, Restaurant
and Bar.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Brookside Trading Company Limited (‘the applicant”) for

renewal of an On-Licence pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(“the Act”) for premises known as The Old Vicarage Café, Restaurant and Bar situated at
335 Halswell Road, Christchurch.
[2]

The premises are in the nature of a Restaurant, Café and Bar.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in section 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for three years subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2

[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence renewal for a period of three years subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Martin Ferguson, 4 April 2022.
ss 191(2) and 202.
3
As attached to the application.
1
2

2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions

(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Restaurant, Café and
Bar:
Sunday to Wednesday 8.00 am to 11.00 pm.
Thursday to Saturday 8.00 am to 1.00 am the following day.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

[9]

The premises are undesignated.

[10] A copy of the licence setting out the conditions to which it is subject is attached to this
decision. The licence shall be issued for three years.
[11] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.

4

As attached to the application.

3

Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence
s51 Non alcoholic drinks to be available
s52 Low alcohol drinks to be available
s53 Food to be available
s54 Help with information about transport to be available
s56 Display of signs
s57 Display of licences.
[12] Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 5th day of April 2022.

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11033
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by G & B PVT Limited for
a Temporary Authority pursuant to
section 136 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 608 Ferry Road,
Christchurch, known as Super liquor
Woolston.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY AUTHORITY
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by G & B PVT Limited for a Temporary Authority for premises

known as Super Liquor Woolston situated at 608 Ferry Road, Christchurch. The application
comes about because of a change of ownership. An application for a substantive licence has
been lodged with objections and awaits a hearing date where the application will be
determined.
[2]

The New Zealand Police do not oppose the application. The Inspector recommends the

granting of a Temporary Authority.1 Accordingly I deal with the matter on the papers.
[3]

The granting of a Temporary Authority is governed by section 136 of the Act which

outlines the criteria for the making of an order authorising the applicant to carry on the sale
and supply of alcohol for a period not exceeding three months. I am satisfied that the applicant

1

Inspector’s report, Anneke Lavery 30 March 2022.

fulfils the criteria for the granting of a Temporary Authority and this is granted for a period of
three months or earlier if the substantive application is determined.
[4]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 136(5) of the Act where it states that they

carry “the same duties, obligations and liabilities as the holder of the On-Licence.”

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 5th day of April 2022

David L. Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

2

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11034
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Pak Group Holdings
Limited for a Temporary Authority
pursuant to section 136 of the Act in
respect of premises situated at 124a
Main North Road, Christchurch, known
as Rose & Thistle.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY AUTHORITY
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Pak Group Holdings Limited for a Temporary Authority for

premises known as Rose & Thistle situated at 124a Main North Road, Christchurch. The
application comes about because of a change of ownership. An application for a substantive
licence has yet to be received.
[2]

The New Zealand Police do not oppose the application. The Inspector recommends the

granting of a Temporary Authority.1 Accordingly I deal with the matter on the papers.
[3]

The granting of a Temporary Authority is governed by section 136 of the Act which

outlines the criteria for the making of an order authorising the applicant to carry on the sale
and supply of alcohol for a period not exceeding three months. I am satisfied that the applicant
fulfils the criteria for the granting of a Temporary Authority and this is granted for a period of
three months or earlier if the substantive application is determined.

1

Inspector’s report, Martin Ferguson, 29 March 2022.

[4]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 136(5) of the Act where it states that they

carry “the same duties, obligations and liabilities as the holder of the On-Licence.”
[5]

The applicant is also advised that it is the expectation of the Committee that an

application for a substantive licence will be lodged within six weeks of the date of this
Temporary Authority. The Committee can give no assurance that a second Temporary
Authority will be granted should there be undue delay.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 5th day of April 2022

David L. Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

2

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 10887
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by DANIELLE
ELIZABETH COATES for Renewal of a
Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone JP
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by DANIELLE ELIZABETH COATES (‘the applicant’) for renewal

of a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(‘the Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from
the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report2 and note that following consideration of the
relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I
can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at Christchurch this 6th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
1

60/CERT/185/2018
Inspector’s Report, 17/03/2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11035
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by VENUES OTAUTAHI
for a Special Licence pursuant to
section 138 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 95 Jack Hinton
Drive, Christchurch, known as
‘ORANGE THEORY STADIUM’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by VENUES OTAUTAHI (‘the applicant’) for a Special Licence

under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in respect of premises
situated at 95 Jack Hinton Drive, Christchurch, known as ‘ORANGE THEORY STADIUM’.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of Crusaders v Blues. The number of people

attending is said to be approximately 12,000.
[3]

This was a Late Notice Special Licence Application. The District Licensing Committee

granted a Section 208 waiver in relation to the application on 1 April 2022
[4]

The applicant currently holds an on licence for the premises and regularly holds similar

events. This event is on Good Friday and therefore a special licence is required. The applicant

has nominated Glen Andrew, a Licensed Duty Manager1 to manage the sale and supply of
alcohol.
[5]

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the application.

[6]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.2 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[7]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[8]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[9]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Friday 15 April 2022 from 5:00pm to 10:30pm.

(c)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

1

60/CERT/80/2015
Inspector’s Report, 05/04/2022
3
ss 191(2) and 202.
2

2

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to ticket holders only.

(k)

Alcohol may be sold in plastic cups and cans only.

(l)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

3

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:
(m) Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.
(n)

The Alcohol Management Plan, as provided with the application and the
undertakings therein are to be read as conditions of the licence and must
be adhered to.

[10] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an
offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 6th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
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Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11036
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Hornby Working
Men’s Club & MSA Incorporated for a
Special Licence pursuant to section 22
of the Act in respect of premises situated
at 17 Carmen Road, Christchurch,
known as Hornby Working Men’s Club
– Bars, Restaurant and Function
Room.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by the Hornby Working Men’s Club & MSA Incorporated (“the

applicant”) for an On-Site Special Licence pursuant to section 22 of the Sale and Supply of
Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”) for premises known as the Hornby Working Men’s Club – Bars,
Restaurant and Function Room situated at 17 Carmen Road, Christchurch.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of a Wedding. The number of people attending

is said to be approximately 100.
[3]

The applicant has nominated Dixon Chapman, a qualified manager, to manage the sale

and supply of alcohol on this occasion.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard has to be had in section 142 of the Act. 1 The Inspector recommends
the grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers. 2

[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that granting the application
subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol within
the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and attached to
and forming part of the licence.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence on the following days and during the
following hours:
Saturday April 16th 2022, 4.00 pm to 12.00 midnight.

(c)

Drinking water must be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

Discretionary Conditions – section 147(1) and (2)
(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale
detailing the statutory requirements on the supply of alcohol to minors and the
complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

1
2

Inspector’s report, Martin Ferguson, 1 April 2022.
Sections 191(2) and 202.

2

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the premises as
specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcoholic beverages must be available for sale and supply on the premises
as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative forms
of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of this licence together with signs showing the age restriction must be
clearly displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to invited guests only.

(k)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked on the
plan submitted with the application.

(l)

The premises are undesignated.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions which in the Committee’s
opinion are not inconsistent with the Act
(m)

[9]

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 258 of the Act which makes it an offence to

not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 6th day of April 2022

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
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Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11037
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by JC ENTERTAINMENT
LIMITED for a Special Licence pursuant
to section 138 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 22 Lincoln Road,
Christchurch and known as “The Black
Horse Hotel”.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone JP

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by JC ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED (‘the applicant’) for a Special

Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in respect of
premises situated at 22 Lincoln Road, Christchurch and known as “The Black Horse
Hotel”.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of the Black Horse and Oak N Ferry Social Club

Party. The number of people attending is said to be approximately 70.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events. The applicant has nominated

Adele Greenfield, a Licensed Duty Manager1 to manage the sale and supply of alcohol.
[4]

1

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not reporting on the application.

60/CERT/159/2019

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.2 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence being the Main Bar.

Restricted and Supervised Areas - section 147(2)
(b)

The licensed area is designated as a supervised area.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(c)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Sunday 17 April 2022 between the hours of 1:00pm and 11:00pm

(d)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

2
3

Inspector’s Report, 05/04/2022
ss 191(2) and 202.
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Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(e)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(f)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(g)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(i)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(j)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(k)

Entry is restricted to members and family only.

(l)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(m) Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

3

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 6th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
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Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11038
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by PAPANUI CLUB
INCORPORATED for a Special Licence
pursuant to section 138 of the Act in
respect of premises situated at 310
Sawyers Arms Road, Christchurch
and known as “The Papanui Club”.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone JP

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by PAPANUI CLUB INCORPORATED (‘the applicant’) for a

Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in
respect of premises situated at 310 Sawyers Arms Road, Christchurch and known as “The
Papanui Club”.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of the Delzell Wedding Celebration. The number

of people attending is said to be approximately 65.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events. The applicant has nominated

Jennifer Margaret Bishop, a Licensed Duty Manager1 to manage the sale and supply of
alcohol.
[4]

1

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not reporting on the application.

60/CERT/624/2016

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.2 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence being the Papanui Bowls
Pavilion and Nor-West Buffet Papanui Club.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Saturday 9 April 2022 between the hours of 4:00pm and 11:30pm

(c)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

2
3

Inspector’s Report, 05/04/2022
ss 191(2) and 202.
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Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to invited guests only.

(k)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(l)

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

3

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 6th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11039
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by CHEEKY KEA
LIMITED for a Special Licence pursuant
to section 138 of the Act in respect of
Cheeky Wine Tours Bus (registration
EWF942), of 2/22ASylvia Street,
Christchurch, known as ‘CHEEKY
WINE TOURS’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by CHEEKY KEA LIMITED (‘the applicant’) for a Special Licence

under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in respect of Cheeky
Wine Tours Bus (registration NRM945), of 2/22ASylvia Street, Christchurch, known as
‘CHEEKY WINE TOURS’
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of a Private Wine Tasting Tour for Tracy Ashton.

The number of people attending is said to be approximately 10.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar bus trips and has requested an exemption

from the requirement to provide a qualified duty manager for the event pursuant to section
213(1) of the Act. The applicant has nominated Jesse Holmes to manage the sale and supply
of alcohol.
[4]

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.1 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

The pickup will be from The Woolston Club, Hargood Street, Christchurch at 10:00am

and travel to Georges Road Wines at 11:00am followed by Waipara Springs Winery for lunch
at 12:00pm, and Torlesse at 2:30pm with drop off at 12 Whitchurch Place, Christchurch at
5:00pm.
[9]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence being the inside of the bus.

Restricted and Supervised Areas - section 147(2)
(b)

The entire bus is to be designated as restricted.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(c)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence on the following days and during
the following hours:
Saturday 9 April 2022 from 10:00am to 5:00pm.

1
2

Inspector’s Report, 05/04/2022
ss 191(2) and 202.
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(d)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(e)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(f)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(g)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(i)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(j)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(k)

Entry is restricted to invited guests only, all being over 18 years of age.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(l)

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

(m) Alcohol will only be sold at the discretion of the driver and organiser.

3

(n)

A maximum of 1 x alcoholic drink may be sold to one patron at a time.

(o)

A maximum of 2 x alcoholic drinks may be sold to each patron on each leg
of the journey.

(p)

No alcohol is to be sold or consumed on the bus south of the Waimakariri
River on the return leg of the journey.

[10] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an
offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 6th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11040
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by CREAT0R CO-LAB for
a Special Licence pursuant to section
138 of the Act in respect of premises
situated at Shop 9 Cathedral Junction,
119 Worcester Street, Christchurch
and known as “Creator Co-Lab”.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone JP

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by CREAT0R CO-LAB (‘the applicant’) for a Special Licence under

section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in respect of premises
situated at Shop 9 Cathedral Junction, 119 Worcester Street, Christchurch and known as
“Creator Co-Lab”.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of an Art Class. The number of people attending

is said to be approximately 15.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events and has requested an exemption

from the requirement to provide a qualified duty manager for the event pursuant to section
213(1) of the Act. The applicant has nominated Sydney Butler to manage the sale and supply
of alcohol.
[4]

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not reporting on the application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.1 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence.

Restricted and Supervised Areas - section 147(2)
(b)

The licensed area is designated as a supervised area.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(c)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Friday 8 April 2022 and Saturday 23 April 2022 between the
hours of 7:00pm and 9:00pm

(d)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

1
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Inspector’s Report, 05/04/2022
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Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(e)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(f)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(g)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(i)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(j)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(k)

Entry is restricted to ticket holders only.

(l)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(m) Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

3

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 6th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11041
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Birendra Chettri for a
Temporary Authority pursuant to
section 136 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 9 Humphreys
Drive, Christchurch, known as La Ruby
Thai Restaurant.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY AUTHORITY
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Birendra Chettri for a Temporary Authority for premises

known as La Ruby Thai Restaurant. situated at 9 Humphreys Drive, Christchurch. The
application comes about because of a change of ownership. An application for a substantive
licence has been received.
[2]

The New Zealand Police do not oppose the application. The Inspector recommends the

granting of a Temporary Authority.1 Accordingly I deal with the matter on the papers.
[3]

The granting of a Temporary Authority is governed by section 136 of the Act which

outlines the criteria for the making of an order authorising the applicant to carry on the sale
and supply of alcohol for a period not exceeding three months. I am satisfied that the applicant
fulfils the criteria for the granting of a Temporary Authority and this is granted for a period of
three months or earlier if the substantive application is determined.

1

Inspector’s report, Anneke Lavery, 06 April 2022.

[4]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 136(5) of the Act where it states that they

carry “the same duties, obligations and liabilities as the holder of the On-Licence.”
[5]

Section 110(2)(c) - Drinking water is to be freely available to customers while the

premises is open for business.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 6th day of April 2022

David L. Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

2

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11042
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Tall Trading Limited
for a Temporary Authority pursuant to
section 136 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 374 Riccarton
Road, Christchurch, known as
Spagalimis Church Corner

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY AUTHORITY
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Tall Trading Limited for a Temporary Authority for premises

known as Spagalimis Church Corner situated at 374 Riccarton Road, Christchurch. The
application comes about because of a change of ownership. An application for a substantive
licence has been received.
[2]

The New Zealand Police do not oppose the application. The Inspector recommends the

granting of a Temporary Authority.1 Accordingly I deal with the matter on the papers.
[3]

The granting of a Temporary Authority is governed by section 136 of the Act which

outlines the criteria for the making of an order authorising the applicant to carry on the sale
and supply of alcohol for a period not exceeding three months. I am satisfied that the applicant
fulfils the criteria for the granting of a Temporary Authority and this is granted for a period of
three months or earlier if the substantive application is determined.

1

Inspector’s report, Martin Ferguson, 5 April 2022.

[4]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 136(5) of the Act where it states that they

carry “the same duties, obligations and liabilities as the holder of the On-Licence.”

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 6th day of April 2022

David L. Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11043
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by CLAUDIA ANA
CELESTE MCFARLAND for a
Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by CLAUDIA ANA CELESTE MCFARLAND (‘the applicant’) for

a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(‘the Act’). There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and
note that following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector
recommends the issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 6th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 6 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11047
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Eruption Brewing
Limited for an On-Licence Renewal
pursuant to section 99 of the Act in
respect of premises situated at 26
London Street, Lyttelton, known as
Eruption Brewing.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Eruption Brewing Limited (‘the applicant”) for renewal of an

On-Licence pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”) for
premises known as Eruption Brewing situated at 26 London Street, Lyttelton.
[2]

The premises are in the nature of a Tavern.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in section 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for three years subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2

[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence renewal for a period of three years subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Hamish Little, 3 April 2022.
ss 191(2) and 202.
3
As attached to the application.
1
2

2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions

(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Tavern:
Monday to Sunday 9.00 am to 1.00 am the following day

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

Section 119 – Restricted or supervised areas (hotel or tavern)
(h)
[9]

The whole of the premises is designated as a supervised area.

A copy of the licence setting out the conditions to which it is subject is attached to this

decision. The licence shall be issued for three years.
[10] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.
Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence
s50 One-way door restrictions in local alcohol policies to be complied with.
4

As attached to the application.

3

s51 Non alcoholic drinks to be available
s52 Low alcohol drinks to be available
s53 Food to be available
s54 Help with information about transport to be available
s56 Display of signs
s57 Display of licences.
[11] Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 7th day of April 2022

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11048
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by RAYMOND YEE for
Renewal of a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by RAYMOND YEE (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).1 The
applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I
have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the relevant
matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I can deal
with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/281/2016
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11049
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by KAYOKO AZUMA
WEBBER for Renewal of a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by KAYOKO AZUMA WEBBER (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the
NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the
relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I
can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/195/2018
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11050
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by HIEU TRAN for
Renewal of a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by HIEU TRAN (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).1 The
applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I
have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the relevant
matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I can deal
with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/136/2018
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11051
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by JUDITH ANNE SMITH
for Renewal of a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by JUDITH ANNE SMITH (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the
NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the
relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I
can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/355/2015
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11052
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by FIONA DENISE
ROGERS for Renewal of a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by FIONA DENISE ROGERS (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the
NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the
relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I
can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/157/2018
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11053
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by CHELSEA
ELIZABETH PHIPPS for Renewal of a
Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by CHELSEA ELIZABETH PHIPPS (‘the applicant’) for renewal

of a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(‘the Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from
the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of
the relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate.
I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/122/2018
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11054
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by SHANNON FRANCES
MACKIE for Renewal of a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by SHANNON FRANCES MACKIE (‘the applicant’) for renewal of

a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(‘the Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from
the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of
the relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate.
I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/126/2021
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11055
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by EMMA ESTELLE
METTRICK for Renewal of a
Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by EMMA ESTELLE METTRICK (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the
NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the
relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I
can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/200/2016
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11056
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by JAGJEET KAUR for
Renewal of a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by JAGJEET KAUR (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).1 The
applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I
have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the relevant
matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I can deal
with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/170/2018
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11057
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by TAWAN
KANJANAKAJOHNSAK for Renewal
of a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by TAWAN KANJANAKAJOHNSAK (‘the applicant’) for renewal

of a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(‘the Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from
the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of
the relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate.
I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/226/2021
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11058
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by BIANCA MARIE
JACKSON for Renewal of a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by BIANCA MARIE JACKSON (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the
NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the
relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I
can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/160/2021
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11059
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by STUART WAYNE
IRVINE for Renewal of a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by STUART WAYNE IRVINE (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the
NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the
relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I
can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/255/2016
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11060
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by PEER HENDRICK
FRIEDRICH for Renewal of a
Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by PEER HENDRICK FRIEDRICH (‘the applicant’) for renewal of

a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(‘the Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from
the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of
the relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate.
I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/156/2018
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11061
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by MANFRED PETER
FRIEDRICH for Renewal of a
Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by MANFRED PETER FRIEDRICH (‘the applicant’) for renewal

of a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(‘the Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from
the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of
the relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate.
I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/154/2018
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11062
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by MATTHEW JAMES
CURD for Renewal of a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by MATTHEW JAMES CURD (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the
NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the
relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I
can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/175/2018
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11064
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by GARRY CLIVE
CHUBB for Renewal of a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by GARRY CLIVE CHUBB (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the
NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the
relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I
can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/320/2016
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11065
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by WEIYING CHEN for
Renewal of a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by WEIYING CHEN (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).1 The
applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I
have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the relevant
matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I can deal
with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

65/CERT/2/2018
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11066
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by MICHELLE JOANNE
CATTELL for Renewal of a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by MICHELLE JOANNE CATTELL (‘the applicant’) for renewal of

a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(‘the Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from
the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of
the relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate.
I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/401/2015
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11067
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by JOSEPH FEE BRUCE
for Renewal of a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by JOSEPH FEE BRUCE (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the
NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the
relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I
can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/150/2021
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11068
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by KARLEENA RENEE
BOON for Renewal of a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by KARLEENA RENEE BOON (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the
NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the
relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I
can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/245/2018
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11069
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by MICHAEL DAVID
ATKINSON for Renewal of a
Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by MICHAEL DAVID ATKINSON (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the
NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the
relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I
can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/176/2021
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11070
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by ROSS GRAEME
ANDERSON for Renewal of a
Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by ROSS GRAEME ANDERSON (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the
NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the
relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I
can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/260/2016
Inspector’s Reports, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11071
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by EZRA REUBEN
SCHWARTFEGER for a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by EZRA REUBEN SCHWARTFEGER (‘the applicant’) for a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’). There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note
that following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends
the issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11072
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by MATTHEW DAVID
HAMMANT for a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by MATTHEW DAVID HAMMANT (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).
There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note that
following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the
issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11073
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by PERISI MUELLER for
a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by PERISI MUELLER (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s Certificate

pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’). There is no
opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note that following
consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the issue of
the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11074
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by EMILY RACHAEL
SCOTT for a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by EMILY RACHAEL SCOTT (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).
There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note that
following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the
issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11075
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by RINKU
HARSHADKUMAR BHIMANI for a
Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by RINKU HARSHADKUMAR BHIMANI (‘the applicant’) for a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’). There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note
that following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends
the issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11076
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by RACHEL MAREE
D'ARCY for a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by RACHEL MAREE D'ARCY (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).
There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note that
following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the
issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11077
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by KARLISSA ANNE
MAIR for a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by KARLISSA ANNE MAIR (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).
There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note that
following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the
issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11078
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by INDRAJSINH
MADARSINH SOLANKI for a
Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by INDRAJSINH MADARSINH SOLANKI (‘the applicant’) for a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’). There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note
that following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends
the issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11079
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by MIA ISABEL BURRY
SUTHERLAND for a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by MIA ISABEL BURRY SUTHERLAND (‘the applicant’) for a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’). There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note
that following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends
the issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11080
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by VIKRAM SINGH for a
Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by VIKRAM SINGH (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s Certificate

pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’). There is no
opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note that following
consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the issue of
the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11081
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by GURPINDER SINGH
for a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by GURPINDER SINGH (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).
There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note that
following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the
issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11082
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by KATHRYN SARA
MORRISON for a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by KATHRYN SARA MORRISON (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).
There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note that
following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the
issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11083
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by MATTHEW JAMES
MCLAUGHLIN for a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by MATTHEW JAMES MCLAUGHLIN (‘the applicant’) for a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’). There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note
that following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends
the issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11084
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by TYLER JAMES
LARSON for a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by TYLER JAMES LARSON (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).
There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note that
following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the
issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11085
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by JAMES THOMAS
DAVID LAIRD for a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by JAMES THOMAS DAVID LAIRD (‘the applicant’) for a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’). There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note
that following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends
the issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 8th day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 7 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11088
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Two Tykes Limited for a
Temporary Authority pursuant to section 136
of the Act in respect of premises situated at
380 Colombo Street, Christchurch, known as
Two Thumb Brewing Co.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson:

Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY AUTHORITY – Off Licence.
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Two Tykes Limited for a Temporary Authority for premises known

as Two Thumb Brewing Co situated at 380 Colombo Street, Christchurch. The application comes
about because of a change of ownership. An application for a substantive licence has yet to be
received.
[2]

The New Zealand Police do not oppose the application. The Inspector recommends the

granting of a Temporary Authority.1 Accordingly I deal with the matter on the papers.
[3]

The granting of a Temporary Authority is governed by section 136 of the Act which

outlines the criteria for the making of an order authorising the applicant to carry on the sale
and supply of alcohol for a period not exceeding three months. I am satisfied that the applicant

1

Inspector’s report, Hamish Little, 11 April 2022.

fulfils the criteria for the granting of a Temporary Authority and this is granted for a period of
three months or earlier if the substantive application is determined.
[4]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 136(5) of the Act where it states that they

carry “the same duties, obligations and liabilities as the holder of the Off-Licence.”
[5]

S110(2)(c) – Drinking water is to be freely available while the premises is open for

business.
[6]

The applicant is also advised that it is the expectation of the Committee that an

application for a substantive licence will be lodged within six weeks of the date of this
Temporary Authority. The Committee can give no assurance that a second Temporary
Authority will be granted should there be undue delay.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 12th day of April 2022

David L. Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

2

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11089
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Two Tykes Limited for
a Temporary Authority pursuant to
section 136 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 380 Colombo
Street, Christchurch, known as Two
Thumb Brewing Co.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY AUTHORITY – On Licence.
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Two Tykes Limited for a Temporary Authority for premises

known as Two Thumb Brewing Co situated at 380 Colombo Street, Christchurch. The
application comes about because of a change of ownership. An application for a substantive
licence has yet to be received.
[2]

The New Zealand Police do not oppose the application. The Inspector recommends the

granting of a Temporary Authority.1 Accordingly I deal with the matter on the papers.
[3]

The granting of a Temporary Authority is governed by section 136 of the Act which

outlines the criteria for the making of an order authorising the applicant to carry on the sale
and supply of alcohol for a period not exceeding three months. I am satisfied that the applicant
fulfils the criteria for the granting of a Temporary Authority and this is granted for a period of
three months or earlier if the substantive application is determined.

1

Inspector’s report, Hamish Little, 11 April 2022.

[4]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 136(5) of the Act where it states that they

carry “the same duties, obligations and liabilities as the holder of the On-Licence.”
[5]

S110(2)(c) – Drinking water is to be freely available while the premises is open for

business.
[6]

The applicant is also advised that it is the expectation of the Committee that an

application for a substantive licence will be lodged within six weeks of the date of this
Temporary Authority. The Committee can give no assurance that a second Temporary
Authority will be granted should there be undue delay.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 12th day of April 2022

David L. Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

2

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11092
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Ristretto Limited for
an On-Licence pursuant to section 99 of
the Act in respect of premises situated at
136 Ilam Road, Christchurch, known as
LB& Co Espresso

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR NEW ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Ristretto Limited (‘the applicant”) for a new On-Licence

pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”) for premises
known as LB & Co Espresso situated at 136 Ilam Road, Christchurch.
[2]

The premises have been operating on a Temporary Authority issued on January 17 th,

2022 and was due to a change of ownership. The premises are in the nature of a
Restaurant/Cafe.
[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in sections 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for twelve months subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence for a period of twelve months subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence.3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Nikki Anderson, 12 April 2022
ss 191(2) and 202
3
As attached to the application.
1
2

2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions
(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Restaurant/Cafe:
Monday to Sunday 8.00 am to 11.00 pm.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence

4

(h)

Section 51 Nonalcoholic drinks to be available.

(i)

Section 52 Low alcohol drinks to be available.

(j)

Section 53 Food to be available.

(k)

Section 54 Help with information about transport to be available.

(l)

Section 56 Display of signs.

(m)

Section 57 Display of licences.

As attached to the application.

3

(n)
[9]

Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

The premises are undesignated.

[10] The licence shall be issued for twelve months.
[11] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 12th day of April 2022

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11093
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by WAIMAIRI BEACH
GOLF CLUB INCORPORATED for a
Special Licence pursuant to section 138
of the Act in respect of premises situated
at 460 Bower Avenue, Christchurch.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by WAIMAIRI BEACH GOLF CLUB INCORPORATED (‘the

applicant’) for a Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(‘the Act’) in respect of premises situated at 460 Bower Avenue, Christchurch.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of a Vow Renewal Celebration. The number of

people attending is said to be approximately 95.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events. The applicant will appoint a

certificated manager in accordance with the roster to manage the sale and supply of alcohol.
[4]

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.1 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.

1

Inspector’s Report 12/04/2022

[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence.

Restricted and Supervised Areas - section 147(2)
(b)

The licensed area is designated as a supervised area.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(c)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Saturday 23 April 2022 from 6:30pm to 12:30am the following
day.

(d)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

2

ss 191(2) and 202.

2

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(e)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(f)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(g)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(i)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(j)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(k)

Entry is restricted to invited guests only.

(l)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(m) Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

3

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 13th day of April 2021

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11094
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by MULTI EVENTS
LIMITED for a Special Licence pursuant
to section 138 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 6 Riccarton
Avenue, Christchurch and known as
“Hagley Park Entertainment Triangle”.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone JP

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by MULTI EVENTS LIMITED (‘the applicant’) for a Special Licence

under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in respect of premises
situated at 6 Riccarton Avenue, Christchurch and known as “Hagley Park Entertainment
Triangle”.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of the ANODNB Music Event. The number of

people attending is said to be approximately 5000.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events.

The applicant has nominated

Rebecca Laycock, a Licensed Duty Manager1 to manage the sale and supply of alcohol.
[4]

1

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not reporting on the application.

60/CERT/169/2016

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.2 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence.

Restricted and Supervised Areas - section 147(2)
(b)

The licensed area is designated as a restricted area.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(c)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Saturday 23 April 2022 between the hours of 2:00pm and
10:00pm

(d)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

2
3

Inspector’s Report, 12/04/2022
ss 191(2) and 202.

2

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(e)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(f)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(g)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(i)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(j)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(k)

Entry is restricted to ticket holders only.

(l)

Alcohol may be sold in the following types of container only: Cans and
plastic cups.

(m) Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(n)

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.
3

(o)

The Alcohol Management Plan, as provided with the application, and the
undertakings within, are to be read as conditions of the licence and must be
adhered to.

(p)

This licence does not excuse the applicant from obtaining, where
necessary, a Building Consent in respect of tents or marquees.

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 13th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11095
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by CASHMERE CLUB
INCORPORATED for a Special Licence
pursuant to section 138 of the Act in
respect of premises situated at 88
Hunter Terrace, Christchurch, known
as ‘The Cashmere Club’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by CASHMERE CLUB INCORPORATED (‘the applicant’) for a

Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in
respect of premises situated at 88 Hunter Terrace, Christchurch, known as ‘The Cashmere
Club’.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of the Steve Brownlow 60th Birthday Celebration.

The number of people attending is said to be approximately 80.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events. The applicant will nominate a Duty

Manager as per their normal working roster to manage the sale and supply of alcohol.
[4]

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.1 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence, being the Sydenham Lounge.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Friday 29 April 2022 from 6:00pm to 11:00pm.

(c)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

1
2

Inspector’s Report, 12/04/2022
ss 191(2) and 202.

2

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to invited guests only.

(k)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(l)

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

3

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 13th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11096
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by HORNBY WORKING
MENS CLUB & MSA INCORPORATED
for a Special Licence pursuant to
section 138 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 17 Carmen Road,
Christchurch and known as “Hornby
Working Mens Club”.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone JP

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by HORNBY WORKING MENS CLUB & MSA INCORPORATED

(‘the applicant’) for a Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act
2012 (‘the Act’) in respect of premises situated at 17 Carmen Road, Christchurch and known
as “Hornby Working Mens’ Club”.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of the Shepherd Wedding. The number of people

attending is said to be approximately 100.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events and has requested an exemption

from the requirement to provide a qualified duty manager for the event pursuant to section
213(1) of the Act.

The applicant has nominated Dixon Leonard Chapman, a Licensed Duty

Manager1 to manage the sale and supply of alcohol.

1

60/CERT/275/2014

[4]

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not reporting on the application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.2 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Saturday 23 April 2022 between the hours of 5:00pm and 12:00
midnight.

(c)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

2
3

Inspector’s Report, 12/04/2022
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2

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to invited guests only.

(k)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(l)

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

3

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 13th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11097
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by HORNBY WORKING
MENS CLUB & MSA INCORPORATED
for a Special Licence pursuant to
section 138 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 17 Carmen Road,
Christchurch and known as “Hornby
Working Mens Club”.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone JP

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by HORNBY WORKING MENS CLUB & MSA INCORPORATED

(‘the applicant’) for a Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act
2012 (‘the Act’) in respect of premises situated at 17 Carmen Road, Christchurch and known
as “Hornby Working Mens’ Club”.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of the Wang Wedding. The number of people

attending is said to be approximately 100.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events and has requested an exemption

from the requirement to provide a qualified duty manager for the event pursuant to section
213(1) of the Act.

The applicant has nominated Dixon Leonard Chapman, a Licensed Duty

Manager1 to manage the sale and supply of alcohol.

1

60/CERT/275/2014

[4]

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not reporting on the application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.2 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Saturday 23 April 2022 between the hours of 2:00pm and
7:00pm.

(c)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

2
3
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2

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to invited guests only.

(k)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(l)

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

3

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 13th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11100
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by ADDINGTON
RACEWAY LIMITED for a Special
Licence pursuant to section 138 of the
Act in respect of premises situated at 75
Jack Hinton Drive, Christchurch,
known as ‘Addington Events Centre’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by ADDINGTON RACEWAY LIMITED (‘the applicant’) for a

Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in
respect of premises situated at 75 Jack Hinton Drive, Christchurch, known as ‘Addington
Events Centre – Spectators Bar & Bistro and Metropolitan Stand”.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of Game Day Hospitality for Crusaders vs Blues.

The number of people attending is said to be approximately 500.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events. The applicant has nominated

Andrew Fielding, a Licensed Duty Manager1 to manage the sale and supply of alcohol.

1

60/CERT/307/2017

[4]

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.2 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence being the Spectators Bar &
Bistro and Metropolitan Stand.

Restricted and Supervised Areas - section 147(2)
(b)

The licensed area as shown on the plan provided is designated as a
supervised area.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(c)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Friday 15 April 2022 from 4:00pm to 11:00pm

2
3

Inspector’s Report, 13/04/2022
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2

(d)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(e)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(f)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(g)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(i)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(j)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(k)

Entry is restricted to ticket holders and invited guests only.

(l)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(m) Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

3

(n)

The Alcohol Management Plan, as provided with the application and the
undertakings therein, as to be read as conditions of the licence and must
be adhered to.

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 13th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11101
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by TYAN LIMITED for a
Special Licence pursuant to section 138
of the Act in respect of premises situated
at 500 Colombo Street, Christchurch
and known as “TyanHaus”.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone JP

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by TYAN LIMITED (‘the applicant’) for a Special Licence under

section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in respect of premises
situated at 500 Colombo Street, Christchurch and known as “TyanHaus”.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of a Stand Up Comedy Evening. The number of

people attending is said to be approximately 80.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events. The applicant will appoint a

certificated manager in accordance with the daily roster to manage the sale and supply of
alcohol.
[4]

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not reporting on the application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.1 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence.

Restricted and Supervised Areas - section 147(2)
(b)

The licensed area is designated as a supervised area.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(c)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Friday 22 April 2022 between the hours of 7:00pm and 12:00
midnight.

(d)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

1
2
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Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(e)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(f)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(g)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(i)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(j)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(k)

Entry is restricted to ticket holders only.

(l)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(m) Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

3

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 13th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11102
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by PAPARUA
TEMPLETON RSA INCORPORATED
for a Special Licence pursuant to
section 138 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 38 Kirk Road,
Templeton, Christchurch, known as
‘PAPARUA TEMPLETON RSA’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by PAPARUA TEMPLETON RSA INCORPORATED (‘the

applicant’) for a Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(‘the Act’) in respect of premises situated at 38 Kirk Road, Templeton, Christchurch,
Christchurch, known as ‘PAPARUA TEMPLETON RSA’.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of Andrew Crowe’s funeral. The number of people

attending is said to be approximately 90.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events. The applicant has appointed

Brendan Muir a Licensed Duty Manager1, as the Duty Manager to manage the sale and supply
of alcohol.
[4]

1

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the application.

60/CERT/607/2020

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.2 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
16 April 2022 between the hours of 10:00am and 8:00pm

(c)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

2
3
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Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to invited guests only.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(k)

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

3

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 13th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11099
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by THE ROCKPOOL
LIMITED for a Special Licence pursuant
to section 138 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 85 Hereford Street,
Christchurch and known as “The
Rockpool”.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone JP

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by THE ROCKPOOL LIMITED (‘the applicant’) for a Special

Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in respect of
premises situated at 85 Hereford Street, Christchurch and known as “The Rockpool”.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of Super Rugby Aotearoa - Crusaders v Blues.

The number of people attending is said to be approximately 110.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events. The applicant has nominated

Maria Plath, a Licensed Duty Manager1 to manage the sale and supply of alcohol.
[4]

1

The Medical Officer of Health are not reporting on the application.

60/CERT/

[5]

The Police are opposed to the grant of the licence on the grounds that entry to the

premises for patrons, other than those seeking to watch the televised game, is not restricted
– so that both patrons attending for the purpose of dining and those attending under the
Special Licence would occupy the same space. It is the Police view that such a situation is
likely to be unmanageable. Additionally, the “Event” has not been advertised and Police are
unaware of any other licensed premises in the District seeking a Special Licence in respect of
the same event.
[6]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.2 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[7]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[8]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[9]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence and including ONLY the
downstairs bar area and excluding the upstairs area and the gaming room.

Restricted and Supervised Areas - section 147(2)
(b)

2
3

The licensed area is designated as a supervised area.
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Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(c)

Alcohol may be sold under the licence only on the following days and during
the following hours:
Friday 15 April 2021 between the hours of 6:30pm and 30
minutes after the final whistle of the Crusaders v Blues Rugby
game.

(d)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(e)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(f)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(g)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(i)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(j)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(k)

Entry is restricted to patrons who have booked a table to watch the rugby
game prior to arriving at the premises only.

3

(l)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within downstairs bar of
the premises shown on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(m) Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.
[10] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an
offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 14th day of April 2021

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11103
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Panavin Hospitality
Limited for a Temporary Authority
pursuant to section 136 of the Act in
respect of premises situated at 286
Lincoln Road, Christchurch, known as
The Pedal Pusher.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY AUTHORITY
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Panavin Hospitality Limited for a Temporary Authority for

premises known as The Pedal Pusher situated at 286 Lincoln Road, Christchurch. The
application comes about because of a change of ownership.
[2]

This is the third application for a temporary authority which has been caused by a delay

in obtaining a certificate of compliance. This certificate has now been issued and an
application for a substantive licence has been received.
[3]

The New Zealand Police do not oppose the application. The Inspector recommends the

granting of a Temporary Authority.1 Accordingly I deal with the matter on the papers.
[4]

The granting of a Temporary Authority is governed by section 136 of the Act which

outlines the criteria for the making of an order authorising the applicant to carry on the sale
and supply of alcohol for a period not exceeding three months. I am satisfied that the applicant
1

Inspector’s report, Nikki Anderson, undated.

fulfils the criteria for the granting of a Temporary Authority and this is granted for a period of
three months or earlier if the substantive application is determined.
[5]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 136(5) of the Act where it states that they

carry “the same duties, obligations and liabilities as the holder of the On-Licence.”

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 14th day of April 2022

David L. Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

2

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11105
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by The One Next Door
Limited for an On-Licence pursuant to
section 99 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 4247 Christchurch
Akaroa Road, Little River, known as
The One Next Door.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR NEW ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by The One Next Door Limited (‘the applicant”) for a new On-

Licence pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”) for
premises known as The One Next Door situated at 4247 Christchurch Akaroa Road, Little
River.
[2]

The premises are in the nature of a Restaurant.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in sections 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for twelve months subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence for a period of twelve months subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Paul Spang, 14 April 2022.
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As attached to the application.
1
2

2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions
(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Restaurant:
Monday to Sunday 8.00 am to 10.00 pm.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence

4

(h)

Section 51 Non-alcoholic drinks to be available.

(i)

Section 52 Low alcohol drinks to be available.

(j)

Section 53 Food to be available.

(k)

Section 54 Help with information about transport to be available.

(l)

Section 56 Display of signs.

(m)

Section 57 Display of licences.

As attached to the application.

3

(n)
[9]

Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

The premises are undesignated.

[10] The licence shall be issued for twelve months.
[11] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 21st day of April 2022

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11106
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by South Gardens
Limited for a Temporary Authority
pursuant to section 136 of the Act in
respect of premises situated at 4 Brake
Street, Christchurch, known as South
Gardens Chinese Restaurant.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY AUTHORITY
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by South Gardens Limited for a Temporary Authority for

premises known as South Gardens Chinese Restaurant situated at 4 Brake Street,
Christchurch. The application comes about because of a change of ownership. An application
for a substantive licence has yet to be received.
[2]

The New Zealand Police do not oppose the application. The Inspector recommends the

granting of a Temporary Authority.1 Accordingly I deal with the matter on the papers.
[3]

The granting of a Temporary Authority is governed by section 136 of the Act which

outlines the criteria for the making of an order authorising the applicant to carry on the sale
and supply of alcohol for a period not exceeding three months. I am satisfied that the applicant
fulfils the criteria for the granting of a Temporary Authority and this is granted for a period of
three months or earlier if the substantive application is determined.

1

Inspector’s report, Paul Spang, 21 April 2022.

[4]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 136(5) of the Act where it states that they

carry “the same duties, obligations and liabilities as the holder of the On-Licence.”
[5]

The applicant is also advised that it is the expectation of the Committee that an

application for a substantive licence will be lodged within six weeks of the date of this
Temporary Authority. The Committee can give no assurance that a second Temporary
Authority will be granted should there be undue delay.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 21st day of April 2022

David L. Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

2

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11107
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Keothai Limited for an
On-Licence pursuant to section 99 of the
Act in respect of premises situated at 123
Victoria Street, Christchurch, known as
Keo’s.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR NEW ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Keothai Limited (‘the applicant”) for a new On-Licence

pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”) for premises
known as Keo’s situated at 123 Victoria Street, Christchurch.
[2]

The premises have been operating as part of a larger premises which has now been

split into two. The premises are in the nature of a Restaurant.
[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in sections 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for twelve months subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence for a period of twelve months subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.
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2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions
(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Restaurant:
Monday to Wednesday 11.00 am to 11.00 pm.
Thursday to Sunday 11.00 am to 1.00 am the following day.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence

4

(h)

Section 50 One-way door restrictions in local alcohol policies to be complied with.

(i)

Section 51 Non-alcoholic drinks to be available.

(j)

Section 52 Low alcohol drinks to be available.

(k)

Section 53 Food to be available.

(l)

Section 54 Help with information about transport to be available.

As attached to the application.

3

[9]

(m)

Section 56 Display of signs.

(n)

Section 57 Display of licences.

(o)

Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

The premises are undesignated.

[10] The licence shall be issued for twelve months.
[11] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 21st day of April 2022.

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11108
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by PROGRESSIVE
RETAIL LIMITED for an Off-Licence
Renewal pursuant to section 127 of the
Act in respect of premises situated at 729
Main South Road, Christchurch,
known as ‘Bottle-O Templeton’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Merelyn Redstone JP

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF OFF-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by PROGRESSIVE RETAIL LIMITED (‘the applicant’) for a

renewal of an Off-Licence pursuant to section 129 of the Sale of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’)
in respect of premises situated at 729 Main South Road, Christchurch, known as ‘Bottle-O
Templeton’(previously “The Liquor Shop”).

The premises operate under an existing

licence, which expires on 5 March 2022.1
[2]

A Waiver pursuant to s.208 of the Act was sought in respect of an omission to lodge the

application on time. That waiver was granted by the District Licensing Committee on 10
February 2022.
[3]

1

The general nature of the premise is that of a Bottle Store.

60/OFF/17/2021

[4]

The application was received by Christchurch District Licensing on 10 February 2022.

The application was publicly notified on 14 February 2022 and remained on the website for a
minimum of 15 working days. No objections were received.
[5]

There is no objection from the NZ Police and from the Medial Officer for Health.

[6]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 105, 106 and 131 of the Act. 2 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the renewal for an off licence for 3 years subject to conditions.
[7]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[8]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) and
section 131 of the Act that the granting the application subject to conditions achieves the
purpose and objects of the Act.
[9]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 130(1) of the Act I grant the application for a renewal

of the Off-licence for a period of 3 years subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence.

Discretionary conditions – section 116 (1)
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

2
3
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(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises concerned are observed:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold and supplied within the area marked on the plan
submitted with the application.

Compulsory conditions – section 116 (2)
(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day, or before 1pm on Anzac Day.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold or delivered the following days and during the following
hours:
(i)

(f)

Monday to Sunday, between the hours 9:00am and 10:00pm.

Drinking water is to be freely available to customers, while alcohol is being
supplied free as a sample on the premises.

Section 117 – Other Discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the responsible consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in The XXX
Host Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption
of alcohol.

Section 119 – Restricted or supervised areas (hotel or tavern)
(h)

4

The whole of the premises is designated as a supervised area.

As attached to the application.

3

Conditions applying to all remote sales and supply of alcohol
(i)

The following information must be displayed on the internet site in a prominent
place, in any catalogue used by the licence holder and on every receipt issued for
any alcohol sold via the internet site.
(i)

The licence holders name, the licence number, and the date on which the
licence expires.

(ii)

A copy of the licence or a clearly identified link to such image must be
displayed in a prominent place on the internet site.

(j)

The following steps must be taken to verify that people are over the purchase age:
(i)

In the case of an order made using an internet site, telephone order, or
physical order –The prospective buyer must declare that he is she is 18
years of age or over (and where the prospective receiver is involved that the
prospective receiver is also 18 years of age or over)1.

Once, when the prospective buyer first commences the order
process; and

2.

Again, immediately before the sale of alcohol is completed

Other restrictions and requirements
(k)

Section 56 – Display of signs

(l)

Section 57 – Display of licences

(m)

Section 59 – Requirements relating to remote sales by holders of off-licences.

(n)

Section 214 – Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance

[10] The licence shall be renewed for 3 years.
[11] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.

4

Specifically, sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on a licence.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 21st day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

5

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11110
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Jackfish Limited for
an On-Licence pursuant to section 99 of
the Act in respect of premises situated at
210 Armagh Street, Christchurch,
known as ‘The Art Shop’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR NEW ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Jackfish Limited (‘the applicant”) for a new On-Licence

pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”) for premises
known as The Art Shop situated at 210 Armagh Street, Christchurch.
[2]

The premises are in the nature of an Art Gallery.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in sections 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for twelve months subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence for a period of twelve months subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Paul Spang, 21 April 2022.
ss 191(2) and 202
3
As attached to the application.
1
2

2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions
(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as an Art Gallery:
Monday to Sunday 8.00 am to 11.00 pm.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence

4

(h)

Section 50 One-way door restrictions in local alcohol policies to be complied with.

(i)

Section 51 Non-alcoholic drinks to be available.

(j)

Section 52 Low alcohol drinks to be available.

(k)

Section 53 Food to be available.

(l)

Section 54 Help with information about transport to be available.

(m)

Section 56 Display of signs.

As attached to the application.

3

[9]

(n)

Section 57 Display of licences.

(o)

Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

The premises are undesignated.

[10] The licence shall be issued for twelve months.
[11] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 21st day of April 2022

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11117
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by JACK ALAN HINES for
a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by JACK ALAN HINES (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s Certificate

pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’). There is no
opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note that following
consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the issue of
the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 08 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11118
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by KELSEA ALYZANDRA
KENERSON MALLARI for a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by KELSEA ALYZANDRA KENERSON MALLARI (‘the

applicant’) for a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of
Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’). There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the
Inspector’s Report1 and note that following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222
the Inspector recommends the issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the
papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 08 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Christchurch District Licensing Committee

2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11119
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by JOHN FRANCIS
MORRISON for a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by JOHN FRANCIS MORRISON (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).
There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note that
following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the
issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 08 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11120
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by NICHKAMOL
SIRIBOONPIPHOP for Renewal of a
Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by NICHKAMOL SIRIBOONPIPHOP (‘the applicant’) for renewal

of a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(‘the Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from
the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of
the relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate.
I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/294/2018
Inspector’s Report, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11121
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by DAVID GRANT
ROBINSON for a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by DAVID GRANT ROBINSON (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).
There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note that
following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the
issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 13 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11122
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by HOLLY GRACE
BEYNON for a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by HOLLY GRACE BEYNON (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).
There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note that
following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the
issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, M. Ferguson: 13 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11123
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by JUSTUS SMITH for a
Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by JUSTUS SMITH (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s Certificate

pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’). There is no
opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note that following
consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the issue of
the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11124
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by RANEIGH CLARA
SMITH for a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by RANEIGH CLARA SMITH (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).
There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note that
following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the
issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11125
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by SHILPA for Renewal
of a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by SHILPA (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a Manager’s Certificate

pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).1 The applicant
is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read
the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the relevant matters in section
225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I can deal with the application
on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

069/CERT/52/2018
Inspector’s Report, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11126
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by ARNAUD FRANCOIS
MICHAEL LETOUZEY for a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by ARNAUD FRANCOIS MICHAEL LETOUZEY (‘the applicant’)

for a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(‘the Act’). There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and
note that following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector
recommends the issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
1
2

Inspector’s Report, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11127
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by TAKAKO INOUE for a
Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by TAKAKO INOUE (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s Certificate

pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’). There is no
opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note that following
consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the issue of
the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11128
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by ANGILIN AACHNA
CHAND for a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by ANGILIN AACHNA CHAND (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).
There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note that
following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the
issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11129
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by TODD WILLIAM
DEWAR WHATLING for a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by TODD WILLIAM DEWAR WHATLING (‘the applicant’) for a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’). There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note
that following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends
the issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
1
2

Inspector’s Report, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11130
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by DAIN MIN for a
Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by DAIN MIN (‘the applicant’) for a Manager’s Certificate pursuant

to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’). There is no opposition
from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report1 and note that following consideration
of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends the issue of the Certificate.
I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11131
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by BIKRAM JEET SINGH
BHATTI for a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 219 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by BIKRAM JEET SINGH BHATTI (‘the applicant’) for a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 219 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’). There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Report 1 and note
that following consideration of the relevant matters in section 222 the Inspector recommends
the issue of the Certificate. I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
application for a period of 12 months.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1
2

Inspector’s Report, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
Sections 191(2) and 202.

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11132
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by ANDREW RUDGE for
Renewal of a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by ANDREW RUDGE (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).1 The
applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I
have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the relevant
matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I can deal
with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/159/2018
Inspector’s Report, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11133
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by JAYNA BIANCA
BITTANTE for Renewal of a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by JAYNA BIANCA BITTANTE (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the
NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the
relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I
can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/145/2021
Inspector’s Report, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11134
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by MARCEL GUSTAV
GIESEN for Renewal of a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by MARCEL GUSTAV GIESEN (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the
NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the
relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I
can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/466/2016
Inspector’s Report, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11135
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by JENART TOLENTINO
MONTANO for Renewal of a
Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by JENART TOLENTINO MONTANO (‘the applicant’) for renewal

of a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
(‘the Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from
the NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of
the relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate.
I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/155/2021
Inspector’s Report, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11136
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by CONNOR IRWIN
JAMES for Renewal of a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by CONNOR IRWIN JAMES (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the
NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the
relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I
can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/235/2021
Inspector’s Reports, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11137
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by MICHAEL PATRICK
KANE for Renewal of a Manager’s
Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the
Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by MICHAEL PATRICK KANE (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a

Manager’s Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the
Act’).1 The applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the
NZ Police. I have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the
relevant matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I
can deal with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/191/2016
Inspector’s Reports, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11138
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by JIA LIU for Renewal
of a Manager’s Certificate pursuant to
section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by JIA LIU (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a Manager’s Certificate

pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).1 The applicant
is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I have read
the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the relevant matters in section
225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I can deal with the application
on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

069/CERT/057/2021
Inspector’s Reports, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11139
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by PEI FERN LIOW for
Renewal of a Manager’s Certificate
pursuant to section 224 of the Act

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: Mr D. Ivory
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF MANAGER’S CERTIFICATE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by PEI FERN LIOW (‘the applicant’) for renewal of a Manager’s

Certificate pursuant to section 224 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’).1 The
applicant is currently employed in the industry. There is no opposition from the NZ Police. I
have read the Inspector’s Reports2 and note that following consideration of the relevant
matters in section 225 the Inspector recommends the renewal of the Certificate. I can deal
with the application on the papers.3
[2]

On the papers before me I find that the applicant holds the required qualifications and

experience, and is of a suitable character, to hold a Manager’s Certificate. I approve the
renewal for a period of 3 years.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson - Christchurch District Licensing Committee

1

60/CERT/204/2018
Inspector’s Reports, P. Spang: 20 April 2022
3
Sections 191(2) and 202.
2

Decision Number: 60G [2022] 11141
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by DAPHNE’S COMPANY
LIMITED for an On-Licence Renewal
pursuant to section 127, of the Act in
respect of premises situated at 398
Riccarton Road, Christchurch, known
as ‘Daphne’s Restaurant’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D Ivory

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by DAPHNE’S COMPANY LIMITED (‘the applicant’), for a renewal

of an On-Licence pursuant to section 129, and of the Sale of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’) in
respect of premises situated at 398 Riccarton Road, Christchurch known as Daphne’s
Restaurant. The premises operate under an existing licence, which expired on 28 September
2021.1
[2]

The premises are in the nature of a Restaurant.

[3]

The application was received by Christchurch District Licensing on 9 September 2021.

The application was publicly notified on 9 September 2021. No objections were received.

1

60/ON/299/2021

[4]

There is no objection from the NZ Police and from the Medial Officer for Health. The

Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the matters to
which regard is to be had in section 105, 106 and 131 of the Act.2 The Inspector recommends
the grant of the renewal for an on licence for 3 years subject to conditions.
[5]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[6]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) and
section 131 of the Act that the granting the application subject to conditions achieves the
purpose and objects of the Act.
[7]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 130(1) of the Act I grant the application for a renewal

of the On-licence for a period of 3 years subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 4
Discretionary conditions – section 110 (1)
(a)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises concerned are observed:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold and supplied within the area marked on the plan
submitted with the application.

2

Inspectors Report, A. Lavery: 22 April 2022
ss 191(2) and 202.
4
As attached to the application.
3

2

Compulsory conditions – section 110 (2)
(a)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day, or before 1pm on Anzac Day to any person who are not
on the premises to dine.

(b)

Alcohol may only be sold or supplied the following days and during the following
hours when the premises are operating as a Restaurant:
Monday to Sunday 11.00am to 1.00 am the following day.

(c)

Drinking water is to be freely available to customers on the premises while the
premises are open for business.

Section 117 – Other Discretionary conditions
The following steps must be taken to promote the responsible consumption of alcohol:
(i) The licensee must implement and maintain the steps in their Host
Responsibility Policy5 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption
of alcohol.

Section 119 – Restricted or supervised areas
The premises are not designated a supervised area.

Other restrictions and requirements
s51 Nonalcoholic drinks to be available
s52 Low alcohol drinks to be available
s53 Food to be available
s54 Help with information about transport to be available
s56 Display of signs
s57 Display of licences
s214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.
[8]

5

The licence shall be issued for 3 years.

As been provided to the Applicant.

3

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence

not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 22nd day of April 2022

D. Ivory
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11116
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by TAJ Liquor Limited for
a Temporary Authority pursuant to
section 136 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 306 Lincoln Road,
Christchurch, known as ‘Bottle-O
Lincoln Road’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY AUTHORITY
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by TAJ Liquor Limited for a Temporary Authority for premises

known as Bottle-O Lincoln Road situated at 306 Lincoln Road, Christchurch. The application
comes about because of a change of ownership. An application for a substantive licence has
yet to be received.
[2]

The New Zealand Police do not oppose the application. The Inspector recommends the

granting of a Temporary Authority.1 Accordingly I deal with the matter on the papers.
[3]

The granting of a Temporary Authority is governed by section 136 of the Act which

outlines the criteria for the making of an order authorising the applicant to carry on the sale
and supply of alcohol for a period not exceeding three months. I am satisfied that the applicant
fulfils the criteria for the granting of a Temporary Authority and this is granted for a period of
three months or earlier if the substantive application is determined.

1

Inspector’s report, Paul Spang, 22 April 2022.

[4]

S110(2)(c) Drinking water is to be freely available to customers while the premises are

open for business.
[5]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 136(5) of the Act where it states that they

carry “the same duties, obligations and liabilities as the holder of the On-Licence.”
[6]

The applicant is also advised that it is the expectation of the Committee that an

application for a substantive licence will be lodged within six weeks of the date of this
Temporary Authority. The Committee can give no assurance that a second Temporary
Authority will be granted should there be undue delay.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 26th day of April 2022

David L. Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

2

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11142
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Gatherings Limited for
an On-Licence Renewal pursuant to
section 99 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 2 Papanui Road,
Christchurch, known as ‘Gatherings’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Gatherings Limited (‘the applicant”) for renewal of an On-

Licence pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”) for
premises known as Gatherings situated at 2 Papanui Road, Christchurch.
[2]

The premises are in the nature of a Restaurant.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in section 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for three years subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2

[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence renewal for a period of three years subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Anneke Lavery, 22 April 2022.
ss 191(2) and 202.
3
As attached to the application.
1
2

2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions

(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Restaurant:
Tuesday to Sunday 12.00 midday to 12.00 midnight.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

[9]

The premises are undesignated.

[10] A copy of the licence setting out the conditions to which it is subject is attached to this
decision. The licence shall be issued for three years.
[11] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.
Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence
s51 Non-alcoholic drinks to be available
4

As attached to the application.

3

s52 Low alcohol drinks to be available
s53 Food to be available
s54 Help with information about transport to be available
s56 Display of signs
s57 Display of licences.
[12] Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 26th day of April 2022.

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11144
IN THE MATTER

of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol
Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER

of an application by Brokenshire
Tarrant Holdings Limited for a new
Off Licence pursuant to s99 of the
Act for premises known as New
World Ilam situated at 57 Peer
Street, Christchurch.

DECISION OF THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE
[1]

This is an application by Brokenshire Tarrant Holdings Limited for a new Off Licence for
premises known as New World Ilam situated at 57 Peer Street, Christchurch. The
premises are in the nature of a Supermarket.

[2]

The application comes about due to a change of ownership

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or desire to be heard has
been received. No matters of concern have been raised in reports required under s103(1).

[3]

I am satisfied as to the matters to which I must have regard as set out in s105 of the Act
and I grant the applicant a new Off Licence pursuant to s104(1) for a period of one year.

[4]

The licence will not issue until all clearances have been received and until the required
fees are paid.

[5]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to s259 of the Act which makes it an offence to fail to
comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under this Act
specifically s46 to s63.

[6]

The licence will be subject to the following conditions:

The Single Area Condition – s112
For the purposes of s112 the single area for the display and promotion of alcohol approved by
the District Licensing Committee is the area marked on the plan submitted with this application.
Discretionary Conditions – s116(1)
(a) The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating to the
sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
 Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the statutory
restrictions on the sale of alcohol to minors and the complete prohibition on sales
to intoxicated persons.

Compulsory Conditions -s116(2)
(a) No alcohol is to be sold or delivered on or from the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day.
(b) Alcohol may only be sold or delivered on the following days and during the following
hours:
Monday to Sunday 7.30 am to 10.00 pm.
(c) Water must be freely available to customers on the premises when alcohol is being
provided free as a sample.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(a)The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating to the
management of the premises are observed:
 Alcohol must only be sold and supplied within the area marked on the plan
submitted with the application.


[7]

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in their host
responsibility policy.

The premises is not designated.

Conditions Applying to Remote Sales
(a) The following information must be displayed on the internet site in a prominent place, in
any catalogue used by the licence holder and on every receipt issued for any alcohol sold
via the internet site:



The licence holder’s name, the licence number and the date on which the licence
expires.
 A copy of the licence or a clearly identified link to such an image must be displayed
in a prominent position on the internet site.
(b) The following steps must be taken to ensure that intending purchasers are over the
minimum purchase age:
 In the case of an order made using an internet site, telephone order or physical
order the prospective buyer must declare that he or she is 18 years of age or over
(and where the prospective receiver is involved that the prospective receiver is
also 18 years of age or over)
(i) Once, when the prospective buyer first commences the order process; and
(ii) again, immediately before the sale of alcohol is completed.
Other Restrictions and Requirements to be noted on the licence
s56 Display of signs
s57 Display of licence
s58 Restrictions on the kinds of alcohol sold in supermarkets and grocery stores and premises
directly accessible from supermarkets or grocery shop.
s214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance

DATED at Christchurch this 27th day of April 2022.

D.L.Blackwell
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11145
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by B & G Indian Limited
for an On-Licence Renewal pursuant to
section 99 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 60 Queenspark
Drive, Christchurch, known as ‘Everest
Indian Restaurant & Takeaway.’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by B & G Indian Limited (‘the applicant”) for renewal of an On-

Licence pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”) for
premises known as Everest Indian Restaurant & Takeaway situated at 60 Queenspark
Drive, Christchurch.
[2]

The premises are in the nature of a Restaurant.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in section 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for three years subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2

[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence renewal for a period of three years subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Nikki Anderson, 27 April 2022.
ss 191(2) and 202.
3
As attached to the application.
1
2

2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions

(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Restaurant
Monday to Sunday 8.00 am to 11.00 pm.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

[9]

The premises are undesignated.

[10] A copy of the licence setting out the conditions to which it is subject is attached to this
decision. The licence shall be issued for three years.
[11] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.
Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence
s51 Non-alcoholic drinks to be available
s52 Low alcohol drinks to be available
4

As attached to the application.

3

s53 Food to be available
s54 Help with information about transport to be available
s56 Display of signs
s57 Display of licences.
[12] Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 27th day of April 2022

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11146
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Moon Under Water
(2017) Limited for an On-Licence
Renewal pursuant to section 99 of the
Act in respect of premises situated at 152
Somerfield Street, Christchurch,
known as ‘ Moon Under Water’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Moon Under Water (2017) Limited (‘the applicant”) for renewal

of an On-Licence pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”)
for premises known as Moon Under Water situated at 152 Somerfield Street, Christchurch.
[2]

The premises are in the nature of a Restaurant.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in section 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for three years subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2

[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence renewal for a period of three years subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Nikki Anderson, 27 April 2022.
ss 191(2) and 202.
3
As attached to the application.
1
2

2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions

(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Restaurant:
Monday to Sunday 9.00 am to 11.00 pm.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

[9]

The premises are undesignated.

[10] A copy of the licence setting out the conditions to which it is subject is attached to this
decision. The licence shall be issued for three years.
[11] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.
Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence
s51 Non-alcoholic drinks to be available
s52 Low alcohol drinks to be available
s53 Food to be available
4

As attached to the application.

3

s54 Help with information about transport to be available
s56 Display of signs
s57 Display of licences.
[12] Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 27th day of April 2022

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11147
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by CB Entertainment
Limited for an On-Licence Renewal
pursuant to section 99 of the Act in
respect of premises situated at 608 Ferry
Road, Christchurch, known as ‘Oak N
Ferry’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by CB Entertainment Limited (‘the applicant”) for renewal of an

On-Licence pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”) for
premises known as Oak N Ferry situated at 608 Ferry Road, Christchurch.
[2]

The premises are in the nature of a Tavern.

[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in section 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for three years subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2

[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence renewal for a period of three years subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Nikki Anderson, 27 April 2022.
ss 191(2) and 202.
3
As attached to the application.
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2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions

(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Tavern:
Sunday to Friday 8.00 am to 1.00 am the following day.
Saturday 8.00 am to 2.00 am the following day.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

Section 119 – Restricted or supervised areas (hotel or tavern)
(h)
[9]

The whole of the premises is designated as a supervised area.

A copy of the licence setting out the conditions to which it is subject is attached to this

decision. The licence shall be issued for three years.
[10] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.

4

As attached to the application.

3

Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence
s51 Non alcoholic drinks to be available
s52 Low alcohol drinks to be available
s53 Food to be available
s54 Help with information about transport to be available
s56 Display of signs
s57 Display of licences.
[11] Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 27th day of April 2022

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11149
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by Caliente Kitchens
Limited for an On-Licence, endorsed
under section 38 – Caterer, pursuant to
section 99 of the Act in respect of
premises situated at 4 New Regent
Street, Christchurch, known as ‘CKL
Catering and Events’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR NEW ON-LICENCE
Endorsed under section 38 – Caterer.
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by Caliente Kitchens Limited (‘the applicant”) for a new On-

Licence, endorsed under section 38 – Caterer, pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply
of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”) for premises known as CKL Catering and Events situated at
4 New Regent Street, Christchurch.
[2]

The application is for a caterers licence to permit the applicant to supply alcohol for any

function or event held at another location
[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in sections 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for twelve months subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence for a period of twelve months subject to the following conditions:
Endorsement section 38 - Caterer.
Section 38 of the Act applies to this licence; and the licensee is authorised to deliver
alcohol from the premises and sell it on any other premises for consumption on those
other premises by people attending a reception, function, or other social gathering
promoted by a person or association of people other than the licensee.
The Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence. 3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:

Inspector’s Report, Nikki Anderson, 27 April 2022
ss 191(2) and 202
3
As attached to the application.
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2

(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions
(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Caterer:
Monday to Sunday 8.00 am to 3.00 am the following day.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence

4

(h)

Section 50 One-way door restrictions in local alcohol policies to be complied with.

(i)

Section 51 Non alcoholic drinks to be available.

(j)

Section 52 Low alcohol drinks to be available.

(k)

Section 53 Food to be available.

As attached to the application.

3

[9]

(l)

Section 54 Help with information about transport to be available.

(m)

Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

The premises are undesignated.

[10] The licence shall be issued for twelve months.
[11] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 27th day of April 2022

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60F [2022] 11150
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by THE LYTTELTON
ARTS FACTORY TRUST for a Special
Licence pursuant to section 138 of the
Act in respect of premises situated at 26
Oxford Street, Lyttelton and known as
“Lyttelton Arts Factory/Lyttelton
Primary School Hall & Courtyard”.

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mrs M S Redstone JP

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by THE LYTTELTON ARTS FACTORY TRUST (‘the applicant’)

for a Special Licence under section 138 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (‘the Act’)
in respect of premises situated at 26 Oxford Street, Lyttelton and known as “Lyttelton Arts
Factory/Lyttelton Primary School Hall & Courtyard”.
[2]

The general nature of the event is that of the Ukraine fundraiser. The number of people

attending is said to be approximately 100.
[3]

The applicant has experience running similar events. The applicant has nominated Tony

Russell, a Licensed Duty Manager1 to manage the sale and supply of alcohol.
[4]

1

The NZ Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not reporting on the application.

60/CERT/620/2017

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses the

matters to which regard is to be had in section 142 of the Act.2 The Inspector recommends the
grant of the special licence for the event subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required by section 141(1) of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.3
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 142 of the Act that the granting the
application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for a Special

Licence for the event subject to the following conditions:

The Licensed Premises
(a)

This special licence authorises the sale, supply and consumption of alcohol
within the premises identified on the plan provided with the application and
attached to and forming part of this licence being the Lyttelton Primary
School Hall and private courtyard.

Compulsory conditions – section 147(3)
(b)

Alcohol may only be sold under the licence only on the following days and
during the following hours:
Sunday 1 May 2022 between the hours of 10:00am and 10:30pm

(c)

Drinking water will be freely available on the premises as specified in the
application.

2
3

Inspector’s Report, 28/04/1022
ss 191(2) and 202.

2

Discretionary conditions – section 147(1)

(d)

The licence holder must display appropriate signs adjacent to every point
of sale detailing the statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors
and the complete prohibition on sales to intoxicated persons.

(e)

Food must be available for consumption on the premises as specified in the
application.

(f)

Low-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(g)

Non-alcohol beverages must be available for sale and supply on the
premises as specified in the application.

(h)

The licensee must provide assistance with or information about alternative
forms of transport from the premises as specified in the application.

(i)

A copy of the licence as well as age restriction signage must be clearly
displayed.

(j)

Entry is restricted to ticket holders only.

(k)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed within the area marked
on the plan submitted with the application.

The licence is also subject to the following conditions, which in the
committee's opinion are not inconsistent with the Act:

(l)

Noise should be controlled so as not to disturb neighbouring residents.

3

[9]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an

offence to not comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under
the Act.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 28th day of April 2022

Merelyn Redstone
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

4

Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11152
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by PLM No2 Limited for
an On-Licence pursuant to section 99 of
the Act in respect of premises situated at
159 Manchester Street, Christchurch,
known as ‘Pink Lady Restaurant’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR NEW ON-LICENCE
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by PLM No2 Limited (‘the applicant”) for a new On-Licence

pursuant to section 99 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (“the Act”) for premises
known as Pink Lady Restaurant situated at 159 Manchester Street, Christchurch.
[2]

The premises have been operating on a Temporary Authority due to a change of

ownership. The premises are in the nature of a Restaurant and Bar
[3]

The application was duly advertised and no public objections or notice of desire to be

heard have been received.
[4]

The New Zealand Police and the Medical Officer of Health are not opposed to the

application.

[5]

The Inspector’s Report sets out the background to the application and addresses

matters to which regard is to be had in sections 105 and 106 of the Act. 1 The Inspector
recommends the grant of the licence for twelve months subject to conditions.
[6]

On the basis that there are no outstanding matters raised in opposition in any reports as

required under section 103 of the Act I can deal with the application on the papers.2
[7]

I am satisfied after standing back and evaluating all the matters placed before me and

having had regard to the criteria as set out in section 105 (and informed by section 106) of the
Act and that granting the application subject to conditions achieves the purpose and objects
of the Act.
[8]

Accordingly, pursuant to section 104(1) of the Act I grant the application for an On-

licence for a period of twelve months subject to the following conditions:
The Licensed Premises
(a)

The premises are identified on the plan provided with the application for a licence.3

Section 110 (1) Discretionary Conditions
(b)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the sale and supply of alcohol to prohibited persons are observed:
(i)

Display of appropriate signs adjacent to every point of sale detailing the
statutory restrictions on the supply of alcohol to minors and the complete
prohibition of sales to intoxicated persons.

(c)

The following steps must be taken to ensure that the provisions of the Act relating
to the management of the premises are concerned:
(i)

Alcohol must only be sold, supplied and consumed in the area marked on
the plan submitted with the application.

Inspector’s Report, Nikki Anderson, 29 April 2022
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3
As attached to the application.
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2

Section 110(2) Compulsory Conditions
(d)

No alcohol is to be sold or supplied on the premises on Good Friday, Easter
Sunday, Christmas Day or before 1 pm on Anzac Day to any person not present
on the premises to dine.

(e)

Alcohol may only be sold and supplied on the following days and during the
following hours when the premises are being operated as a Restaurant/Bar:
Monday to Sunday 8.00 am to 1.00 am the following day.

(f)

Water must be freely available to customers at all times while the premises are
open for business.

Section 117 Other discretionary conditions
(g)

The following steps must be taken to promote the reasonable consumption of
alcohol:
(i)

The licensee must implement and maintain the steps proposed in its Host
Responsibility Policy4 aimed at promoting the reasonable consumption of
alcohol.

Section 119 – Restricted or supervised areas.
(h)

The whole of the premises is designated as a supervised area after 9.00 pm..

Other restrictions and requirements to be noted on the licence

4

(i)

Section 51 Non-alcoholic drinks to be available.

(j)

Section 52 Low alcohol drinks to be available.

(k)

Section 53 Food to be available.

(l)

Section 54 Help with information about transport to be available.

As attached to the application.

3

[9]

(m)

Section 56 Display of signs.

(n)

Section 57 Display of licences.

(o)

Section 214 Manager to be on duty at all times and responsible for compliance.

The licence shall be issued for twelve months.

[10] The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 259 of the Act which makes it an offence
not to comply with certain requirements and restrictions imposed by or under the Act.
Specifically sections 46 to 63 and 231(1). The applicant must comply with all conditions
specified on the licence.

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 29th day of April 2022

David Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee
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Decision Number: 60E [2022] 11154
IN THE MATTER OF

the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012

AND
IN THE MATTER OF

an application by DBCM Investments
Limited for a Temporary Authority
pursuant to section 136 of the Act in
respect of premises situated at 77
Stevens Street, Christchurch, known
as ‘The Final Whistle Sports Bar’

BEFORE THE CHRISTCHURCH DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE

Chairperson: Mr D L Blackwell

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY AUTHORITY
(ON THE PAPERS)

[1]

This is an application by DBCM Investments Limited for a Temporary Authority for

premises known as The Final Whistle Sports Bar situated at 77 Stevens Street,
Christchurch. The application comes about because of a change of ownership. An application
for a substantive licence has been submitted.
[2]

The New Zealand Police do not oppose the application. The Inspector recommends the

granting of a Temporary Authority.1 Accordingly I deal with the matter on the papers.
[3]

The granting of a Temporary Authority is governed by section 136 of the Act which

outlines the criteria for the making of an order authorising the applicant to carry on the sale
and supply of alcohol for a period not exceeding three months. I am satisfied that the applicant
fulfils the criteria for the granting of a Temporary Authority and this is granted for a period of
three months or earlier if the substantive application is determined.

1

Inspector’s report, Martin Ferguson, 29 April 2022.

[4]

Section 110(2)(c) – Drinking water is to be freely available to customers while the

premises are open for business.
[5]

The applicant’s attention is drawn to section 136(5) of the Act where it states that they

carry “the same duties, obligations and liabilities as the holder of the On-Licence.”

DATED at CHRISTCHURCH this 29th day of April 2022

David L. Blackwell, QSM
Chairperson
Christchurch District Licensing Committee

2

